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This document is the final report for work performed by
AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona, a division of The
Garrett Corporation, under NASA Contract NAS3-18560. This pro-
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Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Lewis Research Center
and the AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona, accomplished
Phase I of the Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small
Jet Aircraft Engines (EPA Class TI).
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rendered by Mr. James S. Fear of the NASA Lewis Research Center
who was the Project Manager for the Program.
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SU_ARY
The objectives of the Pollution Reduction Technology J'rogran,
for Small Jet Aircraft Engines are to identify technological a[_p[<_-
aches that will significantly reduce exhaust emissions of current
small gas turbine aircraft engines, and to demonstrate this
improved technology through co_)ustor rig testing and full-scale
engine testing. The emission goals for this program are the 1979
emission standards specified for Class T1 aircraft propulsion
engines (turbojet and turbofan engines of less than 35.6 kIJ thrust)
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (Ref. i).
The program is being conducted in three phases. _his report
covers the results of the 19-month Phase I program, which employed
the combustion system of the AiResearch Model TFE731-2 civil turbo-
fan engine as the baseline design. Six builds each of three
advanced combustor concepts, designed for the TFE731-2 engine, were
evaluated in screening tests to identify those configurations with
the greatest potential for reducing carbon monoxide (CO), unburned
hydrocarbons (HC), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and smoke to levels
that are equal to or lower than the program goals.
Phase II, which was awarded to AiResearch in June, 1976, is
directed toward the refinement of the two best combustor concepts
evolved from Phase I to ensure attainment of combustion system per-
formance consistent with overall program goals and engine mechani-
cal and functional compatibility.
Phase III will include full-scale engine tests of one or both
of the refined combustor concepts evolved from the Phase II effort
to demonstrate the emissions reduction merits of the selected
design, and the compatibility of the engine-combustor system inter-
faces.
The 1979 EPA standards for exhaust ex_issions, which serve as
goals for this program, represent ambitious reductions below levels
that exist in current engines. In order for the TFE731-2 engine
to meet these standards, the approximate emission indices [grams
of pollutant per kilogram of fuel burned (g/kg fuel)] required for
CO and HC at the taxi-idle engine operating condition are 30 and
6, respectively. At the sea-level takeoff thrust condition, the
emission index goal for NO x is approximately 10 g/kg fuel, and the
smoke number goal is 40.
The Phase I combustion rig screening testing reported h,_r_:in
involved three combustor concepts:
Concept 1 - Advanced modifications to the existin_j TFE731-2
combustion system
Concept 2 - Air-assisted airblast fuel injection system
Concept 3 - Premixing/prevaporizing combustion system.
The _ull annular high-pressure test rig was desiqned to simu-
late the combustor operation in the TFE731-2 engine. The combustor
inlet conditions were identical with the engine conditions, except
for the combustor inlet pressure, which was set to 414 kPa at the
high-power operating conditions to compensate for facility airflow
limitations. Airflow was adjusted accordingly to maintain an
equivalent inlet Mach number. The initial screening tests were
conducted primarily at taxi-idle and simulated takeoff engine power
conditions. The two most promising concepts, identified as
Concept 2 and Concept 3, were selected from the screening evalua-
tion and subjected to refinement testing. These tests included
operation at all the simulated EPA landing/takeoff (LTO) cycle
points, operation at simulated altitude conditions to evaluate
relight capability and stability, and operation at off-design
points.
Concept 1 demonstrated control techniques that produced sig-
nificant reductions in taxi-idle emission levels below the TFE731-q
production baseline values. The most promising of the Concept 1
configurations tested employed compressor bleed and air-assisted
fuel atomization. A combination of these techniques produced
_mission indices of 0.6 and 30.0 g/kg fuel for HC and CO, respec-
tively. At takeoff, the only Concept 1 configuration that met the
NOx goal utilized water-methanol injection into the combustor pri-
mary zone. An NOx emission index of 7.9 was attained with a water/
methanol-to-fuel injection rate ratio of 0.62.
Concept 2, which incorporated 29 air-assisted airblast fuel
injectors inserted axially through the combustor dome, also pro-
duced significant reductions in gaseous emissions below the base-
line levels as well as in the smoke number. The Concept 2 configu-
rations, which simultaneously produced the greatest reduction in
emissions, employed techniques that simulated variable-geometry air
swirlers for the purpose of controlling the primary zone equiva-
lence ratio over the combustor operating envelope. At the taxi-
idle conditions, emission index values of 1.6 and 32.1 g/kg fuel
were measured for HC and CO, respectively. At takeoff, NOx was
measured to be 6.5 g/kg fuel, and the smoke number was zero.
The Concept 3 combustion system employed a piloted premixing/
prevaporizing fuel injection system. The pilot zone, fueled by
20 pilot nozzles, was located at the dome of the combustor. The
main combustion region was located downstreamof the pilot zone.
The fuel f_r the main combustion region was introduced upstream of
the combustor through 40 p_essure atomizers and was premixed with
compressor discharge air prior to being introduced into the burn-
ing region. The hot gases exiting the pilot zone acted as the
ignition source for the main mixture. The pilot zone was contin-
uously operated at all power settings. The Concept 3 configura-
tion demonstrated the lowest NO x value (3.5 g/kg fuel) of a_,y con-
figuration tested, and the premix system experienced no difficul-
ties with flashback or auto-ignition. At the taxi-idle conditions,
emission indices for HC and CO were 3.2 and 25.7 g/kg fuel,
respectively. The smoke number measured on the rig was zero.
Concepts 2 and 3, as evaluated during Phase I, were selected
for additional refinement tests and evaluation during Phase II.
Both of these concepts demonstrated a potential for achieving the
characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION
The Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small Jet Air-
craft Engines was initiated by NASA in December 1974. The purpose
of this program is to evolve and demonstrate the advanced combustor
technology required for the development of EPA Class T1 engines
(less than 35.6 kN thrust) to meet aircraft emissions standards
(Ref. I). Accordingly, the primary goals of the program involve
significant reductions in emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), total
unburned hydrocarhn_s (IIC), and total oxides of nitrogen (NOx).
Reductions in exhaust smoke are also sought while other combustio,_
perfo, mance parameters such as pressure loss, exit temperature
pattern factor, and relight capability are to be maintained at
acceptable levels.
The underlying motivation for this program emanates from
public concern for the mounting dangers of air pollution as expres-
sed by Congress in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. In com-
pliance with this legislation, the EPA published standards for con-
trol of air pollution from aircraft engines on July 17, 1973
(Ref. i) that would require significant reductions in exhaust
emissions from Class T1 engines by January i, 19'79. Concerted
efforts on the part of the general aviation industry and various
government agencies have shown the current standards to be un-
achievable by means of design modifications to existing engine com-
ponents (Ref. 2). Instead, the attainment of emission levels as
required by the EPA standards are considered to depend on the
successful development of advanced combustor design concepts such
as those resulting from the NASA Pollution Reduction Technology
Program.
The Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small Jet Air-
craft Engines is planned to be conducted in three phases: I -
Combustor Concept Screening, II - Co_bustor Compatibility Testing,
and III- Combustor Engine Testing. The program is based on the
use of the AiResearch Model TFE731-2 turbofan combustion system,
which is an annular reverse-flow type common to several current
production engines in the EPA Class T1 category. This report
describes the Phase I activities, which consisted of combustor com-
ponent rig tests on three basic emission control concepts:
(i) advanced modifications to the existing configuration, (2) the
application of airblast atomizers, and (3) a premix!ng/
prevaporizing staged fuel injection system.
The Phase I test program was primarily directed toward deter-
mination of HC and CO emissions reductions at taxi-idle, and _O x
at takeoff conditions, with only a preliminary evaluation of other
performance factors such as combustor exit pattern factor or
ignition capability. More extensive development tests were per-
formed during the refinement testing portion of the test task.
All three combustor concepts were developed through a series
of design modifications to achieve reductions in HC emissions well
below the EPA requirements and CO levels that are marginally close.
Only the airblast and the premixing/prevaporizinq combustors
demonstrated the capability to meet the NO x emission standard with-
out the use of water injection. Descriptions of the three co_us-
tor concepts and the design modifications for each configuration
employed in the program, test procedures, and the test results are
presented in this report.
CHAPTERI
POLLUTIONREDUCTIONTECHNOLOGYPROGRAMFORSMALLJET
AIRCRAFTENGINES- PROGRAMDESCRIPTION
General Description
The Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small Jet Air-
craft Engines (EPAClass T1 turbojet and turbofan engines of less
than 35.6 k_] thrust) is a multi-year effort initiated in 1974 and
scheduled for completion by late 1978. The overall program objec-
tives are to:
Identify technology capable of attaining the emissions
reduction goals consistent with performance constraints.
o Screen and develop configurations employing the tech-
nological advancementsthrough full-scale rig testing.
o Demonstrate the most promising approaches in full-scale
engine testing.
The AiResearch _del TFE731-2turbofan engine combustion sys-
tem was selected for the T1 Class developmenteffort. It is ex-
pected that the emission control technology derived from this pro-
gram will be applicable to other engines within the T1 class, and
possibly to gas turbine engines in other classes as well. It is
also anticipated that the results of this program may suggest addi-
tional designs or techniques that might merit further evaluation
for ether specific engine applications or under other research
programs.
Program Goals
The program goals for emission levels are consistent with the
Environmental Protection Agency 1979 Standards for T1 Class
engines. The required reductions of HC, CO, and NO x were of suf-
ficient magnitude to necessitate advancements in the state-of-the-
art. The smoke and performance goals for the program were a[)proxi-
mately the same levels as those attained on current TFE731-2
engines. The emission goals were to be achieved without compromise
to combustor performance factors, durability, or existing envelope
constraints.
Emission goals. - The emission goals for this program are con-
sistent with the EPA Class T1 gas turbine engine requirements cur-
rently specified by the EPA for new aircraft gas turbine engines
manufactured after January 1,1979. The goals for the individual
emission constituents and average levels measured on production
engines are listed in Table I. The goals listed in Table I are
based on the simulated landing-takeoff (LTO) cycle shown in Table
II.
TABLE I. - EMISSION COMPARISON - PROGRAM GOALS VS
TFE731-2 ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS
Pollutant
Total unburned
hydrocarbons
Carbon
monoxide (CO)
Oxides of
nitrogen
(NO×)
Smoke No.
Program Goals
Gaseous Emissions,
ib/1000 ib Thrust-
hr/LTO CTCle a
1.6
9.4
3.7
4O
TFE731-2 Engine
Characteristics
Gaseous Emissions,
ib/1000 ib Thru_t-
hr/LTO cycle a'D
6.6
17.5
5.0
Percent Reduction
Needed to Meet
Goals
7_
46
26
36 0
a LTO (.landing-takeoff) cycle at defined in Table II.
b Average of six engines measured prier to start of program.
TABLE II. - EPA SPECIFIED LANDING-TAKEOFF
CYCLE FOR CLASS T1 ENGINES
D_ration of mode Engine power setting,
Mode (Minutes) (percent of rated power)
Taxi-idle (out)
Takeoff
Climbout
Approa=h
Taxi-idle (in)
19.0
0.5
2.5
4.5
7.0
5.7 a
i00
9O
30
5.7 a
a Recommended power setting of 0.89 kN thrust for taxi-idle operation of the AiRosearch
TFE731-2 t_rbofan in accordance with applicable Federal Aviation Administration
Regulations.
} i !
Emission indices, expressed as grams of pollutant per kilogram
of fuel burned, that approximately correspond to the EPA gaseous
emission standards for Class T1 engines at specific operating con-
ditions are:
Operating E_ission index,
Pollutant condition @/k 9 fuel
HC Taxi-idle 6
CO Taxi-idle 30
NO x Takeoff i0
Combustor performance, life, and envelope goals - The
followingcombustor performance, life, andLenvelope goals have
been established to ensure that the final selected eombustor
system is compatible with the engine cycle and configuration:
Combustion efficiency > 99 percent at all engine
_perating conditions
Combustor exit temperature
pattern factor a
0.19 at takeoff conditions
Combustor life Commensurate with the current
TFE731-2
Engine relight
capability
Commensurate with the current
TFE731-2 relight envelope
Combustor size and shape Compatible with TFE731-2 engine
installation
Fuel
Pattern factor (PF) =
ASTM D1655-75 Type Jet A (or
equivalent)
Tt4ma x - Tt4av @
Tt4avg - Tt3avg
9
%
Program Plan
The Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small Jet Air-
craft Engines is a three-phase effort with each phase independently
Funded. The three _)hases are:
o Phase I - Combustor screening tests of ]ow emission
concepts
o Phase II - Combustor refinement and optimization tests
o Phase III - Engine testing with se]ectec] combustor
concept (s)
Phase I program. - The 19-month Phase I effort involved the
desigi_," rig testing, and data analysis on a number of candidate
approaches for reducing IIC, CO, NOx, an@ smoke emissions. The ob-
jective of this phase was to identify and develop emission control
technology concepts. A detailed description of the Phase I Program
and the results are presented in the following chapters of this
report.
Phase II program. - During Phase II, the two most promising
co_ustor configurations identified in Phase I will undergo more
extensive testing in the component rig to develop systems that
optimize emissions reductions consistent with acceptable combustion
system performance required in an engine application. Therefore,
the testing involved in Phase II will entail development in the
areas of off-design-point operation, lean stability and altitude
relight caoability, and exit temperature profile and pattern
factor. In addition to the rig tests, a provision has been made in
Phase II to conduct limited engine tests using test rig adaptive
hardware, wit]] tht: intention of obtaining a correlation between the
emission levels measured on the engine and rig. These tests will
be confined to brief correlation checks, and no refinement or
development work scheduled for Phase III will be conducted in
Phase II.
Phase III program. - The most promising combustion system or
systems developed and refined through Phases I and II will be
assembled on a TFE731-2 engine, and undergo a series of tests to
demonstrate the actual performance and emissions characteristics in
an engine environment.
Program Schedule
The program schedule for the Pollution Reduction Technology
Program for Small Jet Aircraft Engines is shown in Figure I.
Phase I was a 19-month technical effort which has been completed.
Phase II, which was awarded in June, 1976, is a 14-month pro(Iram.
Phase III is anticipated to be a 15-month effort with a completion
date prior to 1979.
19
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I I
PHASE
PHASE ! - COMBUSTOR
SCREENING TESTS _ ,_
PHASE II - COMBUSTOR
REFINEMENT AND
OPTIMIZATION TESTS_ _
PHASE I!1 - ENGINE
DEMONSTRATION
TESTS
1974
I
1975 1976
,_llm
1977
mmm3
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Figure i. Program Schedule for the Pollution
Reduction Technology Program for
Small Jet Aircraft Engines
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CHAPTER I I
PIIASE I PROGRAM "- EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
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Introduction
This chapter contains a description of the AiRe_earch
TFE731-2 Engine and its combustion system. The TFE731-2 was
se]ected as being representative of current technology turbofan
engines of EPA Class Tl,and to serve as the baseline for com}Jari-
son for the pro9ram results. In addition, the test facilities and
eqLiipment, including tile emissions sampling and analysis instru-
mentation, test procedures, and data analysis procedures and
methods, are described.
Baseline Test Items Description and Performance
TFE731 turbofan engines - @eneral description. - The
AiResearch TFE731-2 Engine is a 15.6 kN thrust engine, which Js
the lower power version of the two TFE731 Engine models currently
in production. The other version, designated TFE731-3, is rated
at 16.5 kN thrust. Both engines are of a two-spool, geared front
fan design with a bypass ratio (BPR) of 2.67. The fan is coupled
through a planetary gearbox to the low-pressure spool, which con-
sists of a four-stage axial compressor and a three-stage axial
turbine. The high-pressure spool consists o£ a single-stage
centrifugal compressor and a single-stage axial turbine. The pro-
duction combustion system utilizes a reverse-flow annular com-
bustor with 12 dual-orifice pressure atomizing fuel injectors
installed radially through the outer wall. A photograph of the
engine is shown in Figure 2. Overall engine dimensions and weight
are included in Figure 3. Details regarding the combustor design
are shown in Figure 4.
Performance characteristics for the TFE731-2 Engine are
listed in Table III. A plot of the TFE731-2 operating and start-
ing envelope is presented in Figure 5.
TABLE III. TFE731-2 ENGINE PERFOR/_ANCE
Thrust, kN:
Sea-level takeoff (maximum thrust)
Maximum cruise (]2,]92 m, 0.8 Math No.)
Thrust specific fuel consumption, kg/N-hr:
Sea-level _akeoff (maximum thrust)
Maximum cruise (]2,192 m, 0.8 Hath No.)
Noise level , J:',PNdB:
Sea-level takeo[f
15.6
3.36
0.048
0.082
82.6 _]
%
I I
1
13
tORIGINAL PAGE 18
0E POOR QUALITY
Figure 2. Model TFE731 Turbofan Engine
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TFE731-2 combustion system description.. - The TFE 731-2 com-
bustor" is a reverse-flow annular design, The combustor liner con-
sists of an inner and an outer panel connected by a dome. Cooling
bands (two on the outer and three on the inner) are brazed to
these panels. Fuel is injected into the combustor through twelve
dual-orifice fuel nozzles inserted radially through the liner out-
er panel near the dome. The fuel spray cone is angled 35 degrees
toward the dome, and injects nearly tangentially around the combus-
tor _nnulus in the direction of the inlet air swirl. A single fuel
flow divider valve is used to requlate the fuel flow between the
primary and secondary flow circuits. Ignition and engine acceler-
ation is performed on primary fuel only, with the secondary fuel
being phased in slightly before the taxi-idle power setting is
reached. The ignition system consists of two air-gap igniters con-
nected to a capacitance discharge ignition unit. The igniters are
located in the bottom quadrant of the combustor and align axially
with the fuel nozzles. The key combustor operating parameters at
the taxi-idle and takeoff power settings are listed in Table IV.
TABLE IV. - KEY OPERATING PARAMETERS OF THE TFE731-2 COMBUSTOR
Parameter Taxi-ldle Takeoff
Combustor airflow, kg/sec
Compressor discharge total pressure,
kPa
Combustor pressure loss, percent
Compressor discharge temperature, OK
Combustor discharge temperature, OK
Combustor discharge pattern factor
Combustor fuel flow, kg/hr
2.31
197,6
3.0
365.8
722.9
0.35
80.4
13.36
1379.0
4.5
668.6
1223.7
0.19
752.3
Baseline pollution leve!s. - At the onset of the test phase,
rig testing was performed on current production combustion system
hardware to establish baseline emission values. This data, to-
gether with the program goals, are shown in Table V for the taxi-
idle and simulated takeoff points.
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TABLE V. - TEST RIG BASELINE EMISSION VALUES
Current production a
Goals (compensated
for rig conditions)
Required reduction,
percent
Taxi-_dle
emissions
HC,
g/kg fuel
20.6
6.0
70.9
CO,
g/kg fuel
58.8
30.0
49
Takeoff
emissions
NO x ,
g/kg fuel
11.5
7.0
39.4
Smoke
16
12
25
a As measured at test rig conditions.
Test Rig and Facilities
Pressure ri 9 and instrumentation. - The pressure rig used for
testing was originally designed for use in the development of the
present combustion system for the TFE731 turbofan engine. Only
minor modifications and the refurbishment of hot-end components
were required for its use on the NASA T1 emission reduction pro-
gram. A cross-section layout of the rig is shown in Figure 6. The
compressor diffuser, deswirl vanes, and inner and outer transition
liners were all reworked engine components to ensure that the com-
bustion system aerodynamics simulated engine conditions as nearly
as possible. A traversing instrumentation drum was located at the
axial plane of the turbine stator inlet. This drum contained the
combustor exit instrumentation. The inlet instrumentation was
mounted on the eombustor plenum at the discharge of the compressor
deswirl vanes. The following paragraphs contain a detailed des-
cription of the instrumentation that is listed in Table VI.
Combustor inlet instrumentation. - Figure 7 shows the circum-
ferential location of the combustor inlet instrumentation. There
were four four-element total-pressure rakes located 90-degrees
apart around the plenum. The angle of the probes,with respect to
axial position was adjustable, and the probes were set to corres-
pond to the maximum total pressure value facing the direction of
air swirl at the inlet to the combustor. A static-pressure wall
tap immediately upstream of each total-pressure rake was used for
measurement of combustor inlet static pressure. Four inlet total-
temperature thermocouples were located at the same axial plane as
the total-pressure rakes,and circumferentially spaced halfway (_5
degrees) between the rakes. The thermocouples were iron-constan-
tan with a closed bead. The head was i_ersed halfway into the
inlet channel.
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TABLE VI. - coMBUSTOR PRESSURE RIG INSTRUMENTATION LIST
kn_l_ Su_or
Position, I/_rslon, Typu
Par_ter Symbol D_qreu_ cm (Dimension6 in cm)
Combustor Inlet Static Pressure PSll 345 0 0.140 DI_. T_p
Co_u_tor INlet _tatic Pre_s_u PS32 ?5 0 O. 140 Dis. Tap
Cog_bu_tor Inlet Static Pr_s_uze PS33 1{_5 0 0.140 Dis. Tap
Combu:_tor Inlet _tatic Pressure P$34 255 0 O.140 Dla. Tap
Combustor _nlet Total Pressure PTlll 345 0.413 O.317 Dis. _itot T_be_
Combu_tor Inlet Total Pzeusu_e PTII2 345 0.730 0.317 Dl_. Pitot Tub_
Co_0ustor Inlet Total Pressure PTll3 345 1.048 0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubeu
Co,_bustor Inlet Total Pressure PTII4 345 1.365 0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
Co_ustor Inlet Total Pressure PT321 ?5 0.413 0.317 Dis. ?itot T, be_
Combuitor Inlet Total Pressure PT322 75 0.?30 0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
Co_0u_tor Inlet Total Pressure PT323 75 1.048 0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
Cor&0u_tor Inlet Total Pressure PT324 ?5 1.365 0.317 Dia. Pitot Tubes
Combu_tor Inlet Total _ressure PTI_I 165 0.41_ 0.317 Di_. Pitot Tube_
Co_bustor Inlet Total Pressure PTI_2 165 0._30 0.317 Dis. Picot T_be_
combustor I_let Total Pressu_ce PT_33 165 1.048 0.31 _ Dis. Pitot Tubes
Corabustor Inlet To_al Pre_Bure PT33_ 165 1.365 0.317 Dis. _ltot _:bes
Combusto_ Inlet Total Pressure PT341 255 0.413 0.lit Dis. Pito_ Tu_e_
Combustor Inlet Total Pressure PT_42 255 0.730 0._17 Dis. Pitot Tubes
Combustor Inlet Total Pressure PT_43 255 1.048 0.317 Di_. Pitot Tubes
Combustor Inlet Tutal Pressure PT344 25S 1.365 0.317 Dis. Pitot Tu_e_
C_mbu_tor Inle_ Total Ter_perature TT31 30 0.899 CA Thermocouples be_d-
type half-shielded
Co_bustor Inlet Total Temperature TT_ 2 1_0 0._89 (all TT3 locations)
Combustor Inlet Total Temperature TT33 210 0°889
Combustor Inlet Total Temperature TT34 _00 0.889
Cog_ustor Discharge Static Pressuac_ P$41 Rotating 0 O.l?S Dis. Tap
Rake
Comb_stor Discharge Total pressure PT41 0. 343 0.317 Dis. Pito_ Tubes
Combustor Discharge Total Pressure PT42 0.7?5 0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
Combustor Discharge Total Pressure PT43 1.28_ 0._17 Dis. Pitot Tubes
Co_ustor Discharge Total Pr_sg_re PT44 1.816 O.317 Dis. _itot Tubes
Combustor Discharge Total Pressure PT45 _.324 0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
Co_busto_ Discharge Total Pressure PT46 2.857 0.317 Dta. Pitot Tubes
Co_u_tur Discharqe Total Temp. TT41 0.349 Pt/Pt and 10_ Kh
Thermocouple$ shielded
Combusto_ Discharge Total Temp. TT42 0.7_8
., (_11 TTh locations)
Co_bustor Oischd_e Tot_l Temp. TT43 1.289
Combu_tor Discharge To_al Temp. TT44 1.810
Combustor Discharge Total Ten_. TT45 2.330
Combustor Dlscharge Total _emp. TT46 2.850
Sample Gas Temperature TSG 1 CA Ther._couples
shielded
S_ple Ga_ Temperature TSG 2 CA Tnetm_.ocouples
_lhielded
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Combustor discharqe instrumentation. - The combustor discharge
instrumentation was located in the plane of the turbine stator inlet.
The drum was connected to a stepping motor, which indexed the drum
in 10-degree increments. The rakes were canted at a 20-degree
angle to compensate for combustor swirl. These rakes were:
A six-element platinum/platinum-10-percent rhodium
thermocouple rake
A six-element total-pressure rake with one static-pressure
tap
o A four-point, water-cooled emissions rake.
The lines from these rakes were inserted into •the traversing drum
where they entered the instrumentation shaft through gas-tight
compression fittings. The cooling water lines for the emission
probe also entered the shaft through compression fittings. At the
end of the shaft, these rig instrumentation lines were terminated
and connected to facility lines. The emissions rake consisted of
four 0.317 cm diameter stainless steel probes that were connected
to a common 0.635 cm diameter stainless steel tube. The tips of
the four probes were located in the combustor exhaust gas stream,
and the sample gases passed through them and into the common
collector. Surrounding the collector was a water jacket that con-
tained inlet and exit ports for water cooling. The cooling water
was supplied through a closed-circuit system connected to the
facility cooling tower. Thermocouples were located in the emission
sample gas stream, (one near the probe and the other at the exit
of the instrumentation shaft) to monitor the sample temperature.
The cooling _ater flow rate was adjusted to maintain the desired
422°K to 811 K sample temperature.
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In addition to the emission probe on the instrumentation drum,
a fixed-position smoke sampling rake was located in the tailpipe
downstream of the exhaust qas mixinq basket. This rake consisted
of four 0.317 cm stainless steel probes externally manifolded and
inserted through the rig tailpipe. Each tube had three 0.08 cm
orifices drilled through the wall and spaced On centers of equal
areas for the tailpipe.
Emission sampling and analysis facilities and equipment. -
The AiResearch exhaust-gas emissions sampling and analysis equip-
ment that was used in the program consisted of two basic types:
that used for sampling gaseous emissions of NO , HC, CO,and CO?;
and that used to obtain the smoke number of insoluble particul_tes
in the exhaust gas. The analyzers, together with all required
calibration gases and other support equipment, were installed in
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the mobile units shown in Figures 8 and 9. All equipment, includ-
ing plumbing and materials, conforms to EPA reconunendations on
exhaust emission analysis, as specified in Section 87.82 of the
1979 aircraft emission standards (Re[_-. i). A schematic of the gas
analyzer flow system is shown in Figure i0. A schematic of the
particulate analyzer flow system is shown in Figure ii. This
equipment is described in the following paragraphs.
Gaseous emissions analysis equipment. - This equipment con-
sisted of the following analyzers, along with the refrigeration,
gasifier, filtration, and pumping devices required for obtaining
and processing the samples:
A Thermo Electron chemiluminescent analyzer for
determinating the presence of oxides of nitrogen
over a range from 0 to i0,000 ppm
A Beckman Model 402 hot flame-ionization-detection
hydrocarbon analyzer capable of discriminating unburned
hydrocarbons in the sample over a range of 5 ppm to
l0 percent
A Beckman Model 315B carbon monoxide analyzer. This
analyzer has three discrete sensitivity ranges corres-
ponding to 0 to 100 ppm, 0 to 500 ppm, and 0 to 2500 ppm
A Beckman Model 315B carbon dioxide analyzer. The
sensitivity ranges of this analyzer correspond to 0 to 2
percent, 0 to 5 percent, and 0 to 15 percent. (The
measurement of carbon dioxide is not specifically
required for the determination of pollutant emission
rates. Ilowever, AiResearch conducts analyses of carbon
dioxide in engine exhaust gases to provide a carbon
balance with the fuel consumed as a means of checking
the validity of test data).
All instruments, zero gases, and span gases are kept at a
constant temperature to avoid drift. The equipment is capable of
continuous monitoring of oxides of nitrogen, unburned hydrocarbons,
carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide in exhaust gases. Test results
are recorded automatically when required. The zero and span gases
used to calibrate the instruments are given in Table VII.
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Figure ii. Particulate Analyzer Flow System
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TABLE VII. - ZERO AND SPAN GASES
Gas Concentration Manufacturer
Zero Air and N 2
C3H 8 in Air
NO in N 2
CO in N 2
CO 2 in N 2
IIC < 1.0 ppm
6.3 ppm
52.0 ppm
10540 ppm
16.9 ppm
46.5 ppm
109.0 ppm
65.0 ppm
250.0 ppm
440.0 ppm
1.05%
1.97%
3.05%
Air Products
Air Products
Scott Research
Labs
Air Products
Matheson
Air Products
Scott Research
Labs
Particulate emissions samplinq and analysis equipment. -
Sample size measurements were made with a Precision Scientific Wet
Test Meter accurate to within +0.005 standard cubic meter. Wet
teStoPressure and temperature were measured within +68 Pa and
0.50 K respectively. Sample flow measurements were-conducted with
a Brooks Rotometer, Model ii0, accurate to within +0.017 cubic meter
per minute. A Duo-Seal Model 1405 vacuum pump, wi_h a free flow
capacity of 0.0057 cubic meters/minute and no-flow vacuum capabil-
ity of one micron, was used. Reflectance measurements were con-
ducted with a Welch Densichron Model 3837 photometer.
Data acquisition.- For rig tests, all pressure readings were
read from pressure gauges, manometers, and a pressure transducer
readout display and manually recorded on the data sheets. Inlet
temperature values were read on a temperature display anal manua]]y
recorded on the data sheets. Combustor discharge temperatures were
read by a low-speed digital system and recorded on paper tape. This
tape was converted to computer card_; at the conclusion of each test
for input into the exhaust temperature survey computer program.
Fuel- and water-flow rates were read on rotometers and recorded
manually on the data sheets.
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Gaseous emission data was recorded on a moving strip chart
and manually transferred to the computer input sheets for data
reduction. Late in the test phase, this system was modified to
acquire the emission values on a digital system with a punched ta[_e
as output. This tape was used to punch computer cards for input
into the data reduction program, thus reducing the time-consuming
step of manually reading &nd averaging the emission values. This
strip chart data was still taken and used as a check of the new
system. Smoke emissions were sampled, and the smoke number deter-
mined.
Combustion component test facility. - The combustion facility
has the capability of supplying up to 4.08 kg/sec of unvitiated air
at a pressure and temperature of 690 kPa and 700°K, respectively.
Higher airflow rates are possible with corresponding decreases in
pressure. The facility is instrumented to measure pertinent air
and fuel flow rates, temperatures, and pressures necessary to
determine performance factors such as efficiency, discharge temper-
ature pattern factor, combustor total pressure drop, ignition, and
emissions. Pressures from 0 to 1015 kPa can be measured with the
use of pressure gauges. These gauges were used to measure those
parameters necessary to the determination of airflow rate. Rig
pressures were measured with a transducer connected to a switching
valve. Temperatures were measured as follows:
o Combustor inlet - iron-constantan thermocouples
(200 to 810°K)
o Combustor discharge - platinum/platinum-10-percent
rhodium thermocouples (255 to 1922°K).
Inlet air humidity was measured at the start of each test with a
Beckman Electrolytic Hygrometer. Liquid fuel flow was measured
with five rotometers that have a total range of 2 to 450 kg/hr.
Airflow was measured in accordance with standard AS_ orifice
metering practice. Data was recorded both manually and by means
of a digital recorder.
Test Conditions
The combustor rig tests were conducted in two phases. The
first was conducted over a nine-month period and involved the
screening of 18 different combustion system configurations for
their emission reduction potential. The majority of this testing
was performed at the taxi-idle and simulated takeoff power settings.
However, for configurations that appeared promising, a limited
amount of data was also taken at the approach and climb points.
Pattern factor, pressure loss, and wall temperature data was also
measured at the takeoff power settings on most of the configura-
tions. Generally, parametric evaluation was limited on Concepts 1
and 2. The most common parametric testing involved investigating
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the effect of variation in overall fuel/air ratio on NOx formation
at the takeoff power setting. At taxi-idle, a series of simulated
compressor bleed points were tested on manyof the configurations
to evaluate the effect on HCand CO. Concept 3, on the other hand,
underwent extensive parametric evaluation of fuel splits between
the pilot and main combustion zones.
The second phase of the rig testing was used to refine the
two concepts that showed the most promise in simultaneously meet-
ing all three LTO standards with a minimum compromise to the
combustor operating characteristics. Concepts 2 and 3 were selec-
ted to undergo refinement testing, and two configurations of each
concept were evaluated. During these tests, gaseous emissions
were measured at all four LTO cycle points. On the configurations
where smoke was measured, the sample was taken at the takeoff
point. Combustor performance data was taken at each power setting
tested, and included pattern factor, pressure loss, and combustion
efficiency. Wall temperatures were measured at only the takeoff
power setting, using temperature-sensitive paint.
In addition to these tests, the combustors underwent ignition
(including altitude relight) and stability tests. Test points
were established based on existing rig data from ignition and
stability tests performed on the present production TFE731-2 com-
bustor, and the starting and operating envelope of the engine.
The rig test conditions for the four LTO power settings are
shown in Table VIII, together with the TFE731-2 engine conditions
for comparison. The rig and engine conditions for the taxi-idle
and approach points were identical. However, at takeoff and cli_}-
out, the combustor inlet pressure was restricted to 414 kPa as a
result of facility airflow limitations. Consequently, the airflow
and fuel flow rates were reduced to produce the same volumetric
airflow rate and fuel/air ratio.
Emission Data and Calculation Procedure
Emission data procession9 procedure. - The voltage output of
the gaseous analysis equipment was recorded on a moving strip
chart as ppm concentrations and, for mo3t of the program, manually
transferred to cards for computer processing. The equations used
to calculate emission indices, carbon balance, fuel/air ratios,
and combustion efficiency are equivalent to those in SAE ARP 1256
(Ref. 3).
EPAP adjustment .procedu[e and calculations. - No attempt was
made to correct the test data for small variations from the
design-point pressure, fuel/air ratio, inlet temperature, or
reference velocity. It was not possible to simulate standard
humidity or the actual engine combustor inlet pressure at the
takeoff and climbout conditions in the combustor rig. However,
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TABLE VIII. - RIG TEST CONDITIONS
Idle
Engine
Rig
Approach
Engine
_g
Climb
Engine
Rig
Takeoff
Engine
Rig
Pt3
kPa
198
198
527
527
1265
414
1379
414
Tt3
o K
W
a
kg/sec
366
366
5OO
5O0
2.31
2.31
5.75
5.75
Wf
kg/hr
80.4
8O.4
244
244
Fuel/air
ratio
0.0097
0.0097
0.0118
0.0118
652
652
669
669
12.45
4.06
13.36
4.02
671
220
752
225
0.0150
0,0150
0.0156
0.0156
a Engine conditions stated for reference only.
Engine
thrust,
percent
rated
5.7
3O
90
i0o
ithe emission indices that appear in this report are not corrected
for these effects with the exception of humidity. All reported
NO x emission indices have been corrected to standard-day humidity
conditions. Pressure corrections have been made to the emission
indices only in the calculation of the EPA parameters (EPAP).
The Environmental Protection Agency emission standards are
expressed in terms of a parameter (EPAP) that integrates the emis-
sion rates at the engine idle, approach, climbout,and takeoff opera-
ting modes over a specific landing and takeoff cycle. The equation
used to calculate the EPAP is exactly that specified in the EPA
emission standards (Ref. I) for Class T1 engines.
The TFE731-2 design engine data used to calculate the EPAP
is given in Table IX.
TABLE IX. - TFE731-2 DESIGN ENGINE DATA, SEA-LEVEL
STATIC STANDARD DAY
Net thrust, Fuel flow,
Engine mode kN kg/hr
,L
Taxi-idle
Approach
Climbout
Takeoff
0.9
4.7
14.0
15.6
80.4
243.7
670.8
752.3
I
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Using the EPAP equation given in the EPA emissions standards
cited above, the following expression for the EPA parameter for HC,
CO, and NO was obtained in terms of the emission indices (EI,
uncorrected) at each mode by the following expression:
EPAP = 0.23554 EItaxi_idl e + 0.12348 EIapproach
+ 0.11835 EIclimbout + 0.04236 EItakeof f
The CO and HC emission indices at the takeoff and climbout
conditions for use in the EPAP calculation were corrected as
follows for the effects of inlet pressure:
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/Pt3rig--I
EIengine = EIrig _Pt3 engine]
where :
EI = Emission index of carbon monoxide or unburned
hydrocarbons for use in EPAP calculations
Pt3 = Inlet total pressure, kPa
= 414 kPa for takeoff and climbout rig conditions
= 1379 kPa for takeoff engine condition
= 1265 kPa for climbout engine condition
The NO emission indices for use in the EPAP calculation were
corrected a_ follows for the effects of inlet pressure at the take-
off and climbout conditions and for the effects of humidity at all
conditions. The humidity correction produces approximately 12-
percent reduction in the NO index. Typical rig inlet air humidity
measurements were 0.00035 t_ 0°0005 g H20/g air.
EIengin e = EIrig
where:
Ipp_3e_n e )n <el9 (Hrig _ Hstdl
EI = Emission index of oxides of nitrogen for use in
EPAP calculation
Pt3 =
H =
H =
std
Inlet total pressure, kPa
Inlet specific humidity, g H20/g air
0.00634 g H20/g air for standard engine humidity
n = NO x pressure correction exponent
The NO pressure correction exponent, n, was determined during
engine-rig _orrelation tests,and was calculated to be 0.35 for the
takeoff power setting. This value is not in good agreement with
the 0.5 value more commonly used throughuut the industry. Data
from the General Electric Clean Combustor Proqram (Ref. 4) suggests
that an "n" term lower than 0.5 results from testing a combustor de-
slgned to operate with a near-stoichiometric primary zone, but that
n approaches 0.5 as the primary zone is leaned out. The TFE731-2
engine-rig correlation tests were run with a production combustion
34
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Isystem that was designed to operate with a near-stoichiometric
primary zone, which could explain the low n value. Therefore, NO x
EPAP values for Concepts 2 and 3 configurations, which have lean
Drimary zones, were calculated with both n = 0.35 and n = 0.5.
For comparative purposes, the rig value for NOx, which corresponds
to an emission index of i0 g/kg for the engine at the takeoff
setting, ranges from 5.5 to 6.6 g/kg fuel, depending on the value
of the-pressu_ correction exponent used (0.5 > n > 0.35).
m
Combustor Performance Data Calculation Procedure
All the combustor performance data given in Appendix B was
either measured directly or calculated from measured data, as
shown in Table X.
TABLE X. - COMBUSTOR PERFOP_4ANCE PARAMETERS
Parameter units Measured Calculated
Total airflow
Combustor airflow
Air assist airflow
Bleed airflow
Fuel flow (primary
or secondary)
Inlet total temperature
Tnlet total pressure
Reference velocity
Inlet air humidity
_,,el/air ratio (metered)
Fuel/air ratio (carbon
balance)
Combustion efficiency
kg/sec
kg/sec
kg/sec
kg/sec
kg/hr
o K
kPa
m/see
g H20/g air
X
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Combustion Configurations Tested
During Phase I of the Pollution Reduction Technology Program
for Small Jet Airc___aft Engines, three distinct cor_ustor configu-
rations and subsequent modifications were designed, fabricated,
and tested. The [irst configuration, Colicept ], entailed advanced
modifications to the production TFE731-2 eonJ)ustion system.
Concept 2 utilized 20 air-assisted airblast [uel injectors
inserted through the dome of a newly-designed co_J_ustor. In
Concept 3, two combustion zones were axially staged, consisting
of a Dilot zone that was fueled }_y 20 pressure atomizers, and a
secondary o_" main collJ_ustion zone having a premixing/prevaporizing
(PM/PV) region that was fueled by 40 simplex pressure atomizers.
These three conJ)ustion system concepts are shown in Figures 12,
13, and 14.
Concept 1 demonstrated that ]IC aud CO values could be reduced
to below the program goals with the use of air assist and compres-
sor bleed. With water-methanol injection (70/30 mixture by volume)
at the takeoff condition, NO x levels were also reduced below the
program goals. Smoke levels measured on tile rig were slightly
above the program goals.
Concept 2 configurations produced NO x levels of 6.5 g/kg fuel
without the use of water injection. At taxi-idle, these configu-
rations demonstrated IIC levels lower than the required emission
index, and CO was also significantly reduced. Smoke emissions
were virtually eliminated as measured on the test rig.
The Concept 3 PM/PV con_3ustion system produced the lowest NO x
value of the three concepts. An NO x emission index of 3.5 g/kg
fuel was measured on a Concept 3 configuration with a premixing
region compatible with the engine geometry. Taxi-idle IIC and CO
values were reduced to 3.2 and 25.7 g/kg fuel, respectively, on
the same configuration. The premix system operated successfully
in all the Concept 3 configurations and there was no evidence of
flashback or autoignition in this region during any of the tests.
Smoke levels measured on the rig were zero.
The configuration that produced tlle best emission results is
tabulated below for each concept. The program goals are also
shown for comparison.
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Taxi HC Taxi CO Takeoff NO. Takeoff
Concept g/kg fuel g/kg fuel g/kg fuel x Smoke No.
Concept 1 0.6 30.0 6.6* 16
Concept 2 1.5 31.7 6.5 0
Concept 3 3.2 25.7 3.5 0
Program Goals 6.0 30.0 5.5-6.6** 12
*With water-methanol injection
**The 5.5 g/kg goal assumes a rig-to-engine pressure exponent (n)
of 0.50 at takeoff. The 6.6 goal assumes n = 0.35.
Experimental Emission Results
The rig testing of the program was directed into two phases.
The first phase, designated as combustor screening tests, was of
nine months duration and involved the testing of six configura-
tions of each concept. The majority of these tests were only run
at the takeoff and the taxi-idle power points, with parametric
evaluation limited to determining the optimum emission reduction
potential of a configuration. The second phase of testing,
refinement tests, was of two months duration and involved a
more detailed evaluation of two configuration each of the two
most promising concepts. Most of these configurations _ere tested
over the four LTO cycle power settings, and limited ignition and
stability tests were run.
Screening tests. -
I. Concept i. - This approach to the reduction of emissions
was based on advanced modifications to the production TFE731-2
combustion system. The production system consists of a reverse-
flow annular combustor with a manifold of 12 dual orifice pressure
atomizers inserted radially through the combustor liner outer
wall. During this test segment, a basic combustion system and
five modifications were evaluated. The test configurations are
listed in Table XI, and the best results of each configuration are
summarized in Figure 15. The most significant reduction in taxi-
idle pollutants was attained with the use of air-assist and
compressor bleed, and is compared with program goals in Table XII.
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Figure 15. S_mary of Emission Tests, Concept 1
TABLE XI. - CONCEPT 1 TEST CONFIGURATIONS
Configuration Modification
Basic configuration
_dification 1
_dification 2
_bdification 3
Modification 4
Water injection at takeoff
Air-assist at taxi-idle
Compressor bleed at taxi-idle
Quadrant fuel staging
Increased airflow passage of
fuel nozzle air swirler
Airblast nozzles
ConIbustor orifice change to
produce a leaner primary zone
with continued use of airblast
nozzles
Modification 5 Cormbustor dome modification
TABLE XII. - CO_ARTgON - CONCEPT 1 TEST RESULTS VS PROGRAM GOALS
Production
Air-assist and
bleed
(Concept I)
Program goals
Pollutant Levels,
g/kg fuel
HC CO
20.6 58.8
0.6 30.0
6 3O
Rig Test Conditions
Air-assist
flow rate = 0.006 kg/sec
Air-assist
pressure
Bleed rate
= 544 kPa
= 11.5%
The NO x level at takeoff was reduced below the program goal
of 6.6 g/kg fuel (at rig pressure) with the use of water-methanol
injection (0.68 kg of water-methanol per kg of fuel) into the
combustor primary zone. An aircraft utilizing this technique
would require approximately 27 kg of water-methanol solution per
engine for each takeoff and climb cycle.
A brief description of each of the six Concept 1 configura-
tions is presented in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 16. Conccl,t 1 Water Injection Fuel
Shroud Removed for Clarity.
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Figure 17. Effect of Water-Methanol Injection on
NO Emissions, Concept I, Basic
Co_figuration
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a. Concept i, Basic Configurati_)n. - This coiE_ustJon system
utilized the production TFE731-2 co.,_oustor and fuel manifold.
Individual fuel nozzles were modified with the addition of a
0. 32-era diameter water-methanol injection tube brazed to each
nozzle body as shown in Figure 16. These tubes were used to
inject a water-methanol solution in the combustor primary zone at
the simulated takeoff thrust setting as a means of reducing !_O×.
A series of increasing water-methanol flow rates was evaluated
with the results shown in Figure 17. With the use of Figure 17,
it can be calculated that a water-metilanol flow rate of 467 kg/hr
is required to meet the 1979 EPA emission standards.
Air-assist and co_ustor inlet air bleed were evaluated at
the taxi-idle condition (separately and in co_Jination) as a means
of controlling HC and CO. In the air-assist mode, air at [_res-
sures above compressor discharge pressure was injected through the
secondary fuel circuit of the dual-orifice fuel injectors, while
all of the fuel was introduced through the primary circuit. The
purpose of the air-assist was to improve fuel atomization, thereby
increasing combustion efficiency. A range of air-assist pressures
was evaluated, and the effect of this technique on IIC and CO
formation is shown in Figures 18 and 19. In the bleed mode, a
portion of the combustor inlet air was bled from the system
through a baffle located at the dome of the combustor. In order
to maintain the required taxi-idle power, it was necessary to
increase the fuel flow which in-turn resulted in improved atomiza-
tion. A series of bleed flow rates up to 23 percent of the com-
bustor inlet airflow was evaluated. The results are shown in
Figures 20 and 21. Combinations of air-assist and bleed were also
evaluated, and these results are also shown in Figures 20 and 21.
The configuration that was not compatible with the production
combustion system utilized a bleed of 11.5 percent and an air-
assist flow rate of 0.006 kg/sec at 544 kPa nozzle differential
air pressure. This resulted in IIC and CO levels of 0.6 and 30.0
g/kg, respectively.
b. Concept i, Modification I. - In this configuration, the
12 standard fuel nozzles were manifolded in groups of three to
form quadrants. Rig testing was limited to taxi-idle conditions
with only the primary circuit of the top and bottom nozzle quad-
rants flowing, while the left and right quadrants were turned off.
Flow through the six functioning nozzles was thereby doubled,
which required an increase in the differential pressure across the
fuel nozzles by a factor of approximately four. This zesulted in
finer atomization of the fuel, more rapid evaporation, and a con-
sequent reduction in IIC and CO levels. As can be seen in
Figure 15, IIC and CO were reduced to 5.6 and 39.7 g/kg fuel,
respectively.
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c. Conce_t i, Modification 2. - The second modification to
the Concept 1 combustion system entailed an increase in the area
of the airflow passage of the fuel nozzle air swirlors. In the
production configuration, a small amount of air is ducted around
the face of each fuel nozzle to prevent carbon buildup on the
nozzle tip, and to aid in fuel atomization. This airflow rate was
increased for t_dification 2 by a factor of approximately two.
The intent of the modification was to improve atomization at the
taxi-idle power setting, thereby reducing HC and CO. The results
summarized in Figure 15 show that at taxi-idle HC increased to
34.4 g/kg fuel with virtually no effect on CO and NO x emissions
as compared to the production co_gustor. However, smoke emissions
were reduced by 20 percent at takeoff. The test results indicated
that the increased airflow in the vicinity of the fuel nozzle dis-
charge caused the spray cone to collapse, and thereby actually
reduced the atomization and degree of mixing.
d. Concept l, Modification 3. - In this modification, the
production TFE731-2 combustor was tested using piloted airblast
fuel nozzles. Fuel nozzle sets supplied by two vendors (Delavan
and Parker Hannifin) were evaluated. The designs of both mani-
folds incorporated a simplex pressure atomizer as a pilot nozzle,
and an airblast secondary fuel circuit in which the fuel is
sheared by counterrotating air from two swirlers, and accelerated
by the pressure drop across the combustor outer liner. During
taxi-idle operation, the pilot nozzle was air-assisted by inject-
ing air through the secondary fuel passages to improve fuel
atomization. The greatest reductions in emissions occurred at
the highest available facility air-assist pressure (1,689 kPa
differential) and were similar for both manifolds. HC was reduced
to 8.0 g/kg fuel, while the reduction in CO was to 49.6 g/kg fuel.
These reductions are not sufficient to meet the 1979 EPA emissions
requirements. At air-assist pressure levels compatible with
engine operation, the taxi-idle emission values were even higher,
and it was concluded that improvement in the atomization of pilot
flow was required to produce acceptable HC and CO levels. At the
simulated takeoff settings, both manifolds produced significant
reductions in NO_ when operated only on airblast secondaries. The
Delavan design s_owed a 16-percent reduction and the Parker
Hannifin design a 26-percent reduction. These results were
encouraging in light of the fact that the basic production com-
bustor was used. No significant change in smoke number was
observed.
e. Concept i, Modification 4. - In an attempt to further
reduce NO x at high-power conditions, a new combustor design was
fabricated which was used in conjunction with the Parker Hannifin
piloted airblast nozzles. The new design consisted essentially of
a primary zone orifice change, and is shown in Figure 22. The
production combustor is included in Figure 22 for comparison. As
can be seen, the primary orifice pattern was changed to introduce
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Figure 22.
! I
Combustor Configuration for Concept i,
Basic Configuration and Modification 4
all of the primary air from the inside panel through two rows of
orifices and reduce the primary zone calculated equivalence r.ltio
to approximately 0.5. This modification produced a 36-percent
reduction in NOx at the simulated takeoff point. With the produc-
tion dual-orifice pressure atomizer, _O x was reduced by 28 [;ercent
from the baseline. However, when operating with the same injec-
tors at taxi-idle, CO and IIC more than doubled. This orifice
pattern change resulted in an overly lean recirculation zone and
a shortened residence time at the taxi-idle condition, which
quenched the combustion process. The smoke emissions increased
significantly apparently due to the quenching effect.
f. Concept i, Modification 5. - The intent of Modification 5
was to apply technology demonstrated on Concept 2 in order to
reduce NO x at takeoff. The dome of the production combustor was
re,laced with a flat baseplate that was tested both with and with-
out dome swirlers. This was to evaluate the effect of variable-
area swirlers, and to determine the change in emission levels as a
function of calculated primary zone equivalence ratio. The primary
zone orifice pattern was changed to a row of rectangular slots on
both the inner and outer primary panels. The purpose of the slots
was to introduce air in an almost continuous band to more effec-
tively terminate the recirculation zone, and to quench [_O x being
formed near the combustor wall during takeoff. Concept i, Modifi-
cation 5 is shown in Figure 23.
The combustor was tested in two configurations, with and with-
out dome swirlers, and with three different fuel manifolds:
o Delavan piloted airblast
o Pressure atomizers injecting nearly radially
(77 degrees from axial)
o Present production pressure atomizers (57 degrees
from axial).
At the taxi-idle point, tests were performed with quadrant-staged
fuel nozzles, simulated air bleed, and with air-assisted primary
nozzles. Takeoff points were run with the normal primary-secondary
fuel splits. At taxi-idle, all configurations required simulated
air bleed to attain CO levels below the production baseline value.
HC levels were below the program goal of 6 g/kg fuel for many of
the configurations. The lowest taxi-idle CO value was 44.3 g/kg
fuel, which is a 25-percent reduction from the production baseline,
and was obtained using dome swirlers with the Delavan piloted air-
blast injectors operating in a quadrant-stage mode. The Delavan
airblast nozzles, in conjunction with dome swirlers, also produced
the lowest NO x value. The NO x index of 8.6 g/kg fuel was a 25-
percent reduction from the production baseline, but was not as low
as the I_O x value attained with _dification 4. The swirler con-
figuration produced a significant reduction in the smoke number at
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the simulated takeoff condition with the Delavan piloted ,lirblast
nozzles and the ?7-degree down angle pressure atomizing nozzles.
The 77-degree down angle nozzles produced a smoke nun_t_r of 7
compared to the production rig baseline of 16 at the test rig
conditions. Taxi-idle test data _ndicated that without the dome
swirlers, the re._ction zone was over-rich; and with the swirlers,
the reaction zone was too lean to meet the CO goals. An im}_roved
CO level could possibly have been achieve<] with a reduced airflow
swirler. At takeoff, r_Ox reduction was hindered by inadequate
mixing as evidenced by a 0.417 [Jattern factor.
2. Conceder .2. - '?lie Concept 2 combustion system design wa:_
based on the use of air-assisted, airblast fuel nozzles that were
inserted axially through the con_ustor dome. A schematic of this
nozzle is shown in Figure 24. The nozzles were designed such that
the fuel was filmed in a swirl chamber, and then sheared on the
outer surface of the film by assist-air or airblast air. The
assist-air was supplied from an external source at pressures above
con_bustor plenum levels, and was directed through a swirler. This
air-assist swirler was located inside the airblast swirler, which
was fed by the pressure drop across the combustor dome. !lozzle
spacing was selected at a conventional value equivalent to the
channel height of the combustor primary zone, which resulted in
20 nozzles being utilized. The nozzles were located in the com-
buster air swirlers that were interchanged during different
operating modes. At taxi-idle power settings, the swirlers were
blocked (no flow), and at takeoff, the swirlers operated at full
airflow. The intent of varying the airflow through the swirlers
was to produce a primary zone that was stoichiometric at taxi-idle,
and lean at takeoff. However, in most of the modifications tested,
both the taxi-idle and takeoff power settings were evaluated with
full-flow and blocked swirlers to assess the possible need for
variable geometry.
During Phase I, eight Concept 2 configurations were tested.
The results of these tests indicate that the level of HC emissions
can be reduced below the program goals with the use of blocked
swirlers and air-assist at the taxi-idle power setting. The con-
figuration that produced the greatest NO_ reduction attained a
value of 6.5 g/kg fuel measured at the slmulated takeoff condi-
tions with full airflow through the swirlers. This same configu-
ration prod[Iced a CO value of 32.1 g/kg fuel at taxi-idle using
air-assist and simulated compressor bleed.
The configurations of each of the modifications tested in the
screening evaluation of Concept 2 are shown in Table XIII, and
the emission levels attained are summarized in Figure 25. A brief
description of the six screening test configurations is presented
in the following paragrapl%s. The two refinement test configura-
tions are described on Page 86.
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Figure 24.
Air-Assisted, Airblast Fuel Nozzle, Used
in Concept 2
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a. Conce_t 2, Basic Configuration. - This configuration is
shown in F_gure 26. When operated with the blocked swirlers
(grommets) and 68.9 kPa air-assist at the taxi-idle power condi-
tion (no compressor bleed), this configuration achieved the lowest
HC and CO values (1.4 and 19.6 g/kg fuel, respectively) of any of
the Concept 2 configurations tested. These values are well below
the program goals of 6.0 and 30.0 g/kg fuel for HC and CO,
respectively. The system also produced low IIC and CO levels (1.6
and 28.2 g/kg fuel, respectively) with the full airflow swirlers
and air-assist at taxi-idle. However, the _O_ at the simulated
takeoff point (12.2 g/kg fuel) was slightly hlgher than the pro-
duction baseline. This was attributed to inadequate airflow into
the reaction region resulting in an overly rich primary zone. 'J']_o
measured smoke number was zero at the rig simulated takeoff condi-
tion.
TABLE XIII. CONCEPT 2 TEST CONFIGUI_TIONS.
Configuration r_dification
Basic configuration Air-assist airblast fuel nozzles
Modification 1
Modification 2
_dification 3
Modification 4
Modification 5
Primary orifice changed to reduce
primary fuel/air ratio and produce
early quench
Increased swirler azea by factor of
1.5
Added primary orifice row for i_Ox
control
Relocated primary orifices downstream
for control of taxi-idle emissions
Reduced jet penetration of outer primary
orifices for !_Ox control
Relocated and increased diameter of
outer primary orifices to increase jet
penetration
Low airflow swirlers
Relocated and modified outer primary
orifices to produce leaner primary zone
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Figure 27. Combustor Configuration for Concept 2,
Modification 1
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b. Concept 2, Modification i. - A sketch of the first
Concept 2 modification is presente_ Jn Figure 27. This modifica-
tion consisted of increasing the diameter of tl_e primary orifices
on both the inner and outer wall panels to reduce Lhe fuel/air
ratio in the primary zone, and relocating these orifices closer
to the dome to produce an early quench effect. Swirlers with an
effective area of 1.5 times the original design (high airflow
swirlers) were evaluated as well as the standard design, and
produced a takeoff NO x value of 8.4 g/kg fuel. Analysis of these
test rig data indicated that a significant l)ortion of this _IO×
was being formed close to the com])ustor outer wall. HC emissions
at taxi-idle without swirler _ir increased slightly, but still met
the program goals. The CO value increased from the [_revious con-
figuration to a value of 43.1 g/kg fuel. The smoke number at
takeoff remained at zero.
C. Concept 2, Modification 2. - Modification 2 is shown in
Figure 28. To reduce the NO x formed near the combustor outer wall,
a row of small orifices was added between and 1.04-cm downstream
of the outer panel primary orifices. The size and location of
these orifices were designed to reduce NO x formed near the wall
during takeoff without significantly penetrating the taxi-idle
reaction zone. In addition, the increased airflow swirlers were
utilized. This configuration produced further NO x reductions to a
value of 7.1 g/kg fuel. The modificahion had little effect on
taxi-idle emissions, which indicated that the taxi-idle reaction
zone.
d. Concept 2, Modificetion 3. - The third modification of
Concept 2 is shown in Figure 29. In this configuration, the large
primary orifices were relocated downstream to further reduce the
HC and CO products produced at taxi-idle. The large orifices in
the _dification 2 location had produced jets that penetrated into
the combustor reaction zone during taxi-idle operation, which
resulted in some quenching of HC and CO prior to completion of the
reaction. In an attempt to further reduce NOx, the 0.541-cm
diameter orifices were eliminated, and a row of small orifices was
added to the outer primary panel closer to the combustor dome.
These orifices were smaller in diameter, but greater in number
than in the Modification 2 configuration to reduce je_ penetration,
and to more uniformly distribute the air in the region near the
outer wall.
In the taxi-idle configuration (with grommets), the HC value
was below the program goal, and CO was reduced to 40.1 g/kg fuel--
a 17-percent reduction from the previous configuration. When
operated at takeoff, this grommeted configuration produced the
lowest NO x values attained at that time of any Concept 2 con-
figuration (6.9 g/kg fuel). This was contrary to the anticipated
results as the calculated primary zone equivalence ratio was much
higher than Modification 2 with the swirlers. Zone burning was
considered as a possible explanation. In this situation, the
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Figure 28. Combustor Configuration for Concept 2,
Modification 2
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fuel/air ratio in the vicinity of the fuel injectors is considered
to be richer than stoichiometric, which results in a low flame
temperature, and therefore, low [{0x levels. However, HC and Co
values in this region are high due to insufficient oxygen.
Immediately downstream of this fuel-rich region, additional air
was injected through the 0.396-diameter orifices in sufficient
quantities to quench the _O x formation, and to react with the ]IC
and CO, thereby lowering their values to acceptable levels. •
e. Concept 2, Modification 4. - This modificatzon is shown
in Figure 30. To increase the penetration of the small orifices
on the outer wall over those in Modification 3, the diameter of
the orifices was increased, and the number of orifices were
reduced to produce the same open area. Also, to further increase
penetration, the location of this row of orifices was moved
slightly downstream from the discharge of the first panel cooling
flow, and this cooling flow was reduced by one-third. The low-
airflow swirler was used.
At taxi-idle, in the grommet configuration, a CO value of 31.8
g/kg fuel was attained, which is only slightly above the program
goal of 30.0 g/kg fuel. Unburned hydrocarbons were well below the
program goal with-a value of 0.3 g/kg fuel. The NO x levels at
takeoff in this configuration increased over the previous value,
but were still less than Modification 4 with the swirler.
An additional takeoff test was performed on a slightly modi-
fied version of this configuration. The primary panel cooling air
was returned to the original value, and a small amount of addi-
tional air was introduced into the outer primary panel by adding a
row of 160 orifices of 0.396-cm diameter, as in Modification 3.
This configuration produced the lowest measured NO x for Concept 2
during Phase I testing--6.4 g/kg fuel. However, examination of
the combustor upon teardown revealed that the burner had large
deposits of carbon adhering to the dome and dome cooling panels.
The high levels of HC and CO produced in this region were reduced
when additional air was introduced, and reacted downstream of the
fuel-rich zone. This additional airflow quenched the _O x forma-
tion, but the exiting gas temperature was of sufficient magnitude
to facilitate the further reaction of the HC and CO. This test
confirmed that two-zone burning was taking place as hypothesized
for the previous modification. The large amounts of carbon build-
up were considered unacceptable, and this approach was abandoned.
In the swirler configuration at takeoff, the [40x level was
essentially unchanged from Modification 3. It appeared that the
jets from the smell orifices were still unable to sufficiently
penetrate into the reaction region.
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Figure ?i.
Combustor Configuration for Concept 2,
Modification 5
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f. Concept 2, Modification 5. - Based on the test results of
Modification 4, it was decided to review the results of Modifica-
tion 2, which produced the greatest NO× reduction while utilizing
swirlers. Modification 5 was designed to be an extension of Modi-
fication 2, with the taxi-idle results of Modifications 3 and 4
also considered in the design. A sketch of the configuration is
shown in Figure 31.
As can be seen in the sketch, the large primary orifices
remained unchanged from Modification 4. The position of these
orifices was considered to aid in the CO reduction attained with
that configuration. The additional row of small orifices in the
outer primary panel was moved downstream to align axially with the
large primary orifices. The orifice size was increased, and the
number of orifices was reduced to 80. These orifices were also
plunged. The primary zone cooling orifices were restored to their
originally designed open area. The overall effect of the modifi-
cation was to produce a calculated primary zone equivalence ratio
at takeoff that was slightly leaner than that of Modification 2.
At taxi-idle in the grommet configuration, there was a signi-
ficant increase in CO. The measured value was 83.5 g/kg fuel--
42.2-percent greater than that produced by the production baseline
configuration. This was even higher than the value measured with
the swirlers, which was almost equivalent to the production base-
line. The apparent cause for the high CO level was that the pri-
mary orifices were located too far downstream, and that very
little of this orifice air recirculated and entered into the
rea_ %ion. In the grommet configuration, the fuel nozzle swirlers
did not produce a large enough low-pressure region in the reaction
zone to entrain the primary orifice airflow. This was borne out
by examination of the eombustor upon teardown. Heavy carbon
buildup in the primary zone gave evidence of an excessively fuel-
rich burning process.
At takeoff, in the swirler configuration, the NO x level was
slightly higher than _dification 2. With Modification 5, less of
the primary orifice air reacted than with Modification 2. The
location cf the primary orifices were too far downstream to have
a sufficient amount of the orifLce airflow entrained by the
swirler flow, and although the 9verall primary zone was leaner,
there was apparently less air involved in the reaction zone as
compared to _dification 2.
3. Concept 3 - Of the three combustion concepts that were
evaluated during the first phase of the Pollution Reduction Tech-
nology Program for Small Jet Aircraft Engines, Concept 3 was con-
sidered to present the highest technical risk, but offer the
greatest potential for meeting the program emission goals. The
design employed axially-staged fuel injection with a pilot zone
located at the dome end of the combustor, and a main combus&ion
region immediately downstream of the pilot,
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The pilot zone used 20 fuel nozzles inserted through the corn-
buster dome. For most of tile configurations tested, these fuel
nozzles were of the simplex pressure atomizing type. However,
air-assisted, airblast injectors were evaluated in the last config-
uration. The pilot zone was continuously operated at all power
settings, and the development of this region was directed to
ensure minimumi[C and CO at taxi-idle. It would also serve as an
efficient ignition source for the main combustion zone at the
higher power settings without producing excessive NO x.
The main combustion zone was adjacent to, and downstream of
the pilot. Fuel was staged into this zone only at operating modes
above the simulated taxi-idle power setting. In the staging oper-
ation, fuel was injected into a mixing region upstream of the
combustor by means of simplex atomizing nozzles. This fuel was
prcmixed with air, and the mixture injected into the main burning
zone. An extensive portion of the development testing of this
configuration was used in optimizing the fuel/air ratios of the
main combustion zone mixture and the fuel flow split between this
region and the pilot zone. Ideally, in a premix configuratiop,
most of the fuel is introduced into the main combustion zone.
This fuel is premixed with a sufficient amount of air to produce
a very lean reaction zone, thereby minimizing the [_O x formation.
The fuel flow to the pilot region is maintained as low as possible
to minimize the NO x formation, but high enough to produce a hot-
gas ignition source for the main combustion zone. This will
result in acceptable I[C and CO levels. Several parameters were
evaluated to ensure thorough mixing of tile fuel and air, and to
prevent flashback or autoignition of the mixture. These para-
meters included: fuel injection length, premix residence time,
premix f,lel/air ratio, and velocity in the premix tubes.
The first four combustion system configurations tested utili-
zed 40 tubes external to the combustor plenum as premix chambers.
The tubes were connected to an external air supply that provided
air at the same temperature as the main combustor inlet air. This
allowed the examination of the effects of fuel/air ratio and pre-
mix velocity on emission formation. Premix velocity was evaluated
with the use of premix tube sets that had different inside diam-
eters. This made it possible to vary pilot-main zone splits and
tube velocity independently. Each tube had five fuel injection
points spaced at 7.6-cm intervals along its length to determine
the optimum premix length for minimum emission levels. Initially,
gaseous propane was used as the premix fuel to eliminate vapori-
zation of the fuel as a variable. Later tests used liquid Jet A
fuel.
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Based on test results attained with tile external f_remix sys-
tem, an internal system was designed that was compatible with the
existing engine envelope. An annular passage next to the f)lenum
wall was utilized as the premix region. This annulus was connec-
ted to 40 eol_ustor chutes that injected the fuel/air mixture into
the main combustion zone. Two fuel injection points (pt-emix
lengths) were evaluated.
During screening and refinement testing, eight configurations
of this concept were evaluated on the conIbustion rig. T[,e test
results indicate that it is possible to reduce the takeoff NO x
emission values well below the program goal while maintaining high
combustion efficiency. At low-power operation, IIC values were
also well below the program goal. CO levels, although slightly
above the program goal, were considered to be within cange of the
objective with further developmenu reeffort.
The test configurations are listed in Table XIV, and the
emission levels attained for each of the Concept 3 configurations
tested are summarized in Figure 32. A brief description of each
of the six screening configurations is presented in the following
paragraphs. The two refinement configurations are described on
Page 09.
a. Concept 3. - Basic Configuration. - This configuration
is shown in Figure 33. The combustor was divided into two burning
regions. A pilot zone, at the dome of the co_ustor, was fueled
by 20 simplex pressure atomizing nozzles inserted axially through
the liner baseplate. The main burning region was downstream of
the piloted zone, and was fueled by 40 PM/PV tubes that were
inserted radially through the combustor outer wall. For purposes
of parametric evaluation, the meterable air supply of the PI_/PV
system was separated from the main combustor air source. Design
optimization tests were conducted involving such variables as
PM/PV tube air velocity, fuel/air ratio, and pilot/main combustion
zone air splits. The first series of tests of the PI_PV system
utilized gaseous propane. The flame temperature of propane is
similar to that of vaporized Jet A fuel, and NO x data obtained
with gaseous propane was expected to indicate the maximum _O x
reduction potential of perfectly vaporized Jet A fuel.
Rig testing demonstrated a dramatic decrease in HC with in-
creasing fuel/air ratio in the pilot zone at the taxi-idle inlet
pressure and temperature levels, as can be seen in Figure 34. At
the taxi-idle point, the system produced an HC emission index of
4.9 g/kg fuel with 25 percent of the combustor airflow admitted
through the premix tubes. This value meets the program goal. ?he
CO emission index at taxi-idle also decreased with increasing
fuel/air ratio, as shown in Figure 35. The emission index of
36.7 g/kg fuel with 25-percent premix air compared to 25 g/kg fuel
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TABLE XIV. CONCEPT 3 TEST CONFIGURATIONS
Configuration Modification
Basic configuration
Modification !
Modification 2
Modif ication *3
Modification 4
Modification 5
External premix tubes
Pilot OD primary orifices increased
to isolate pilot from main combustion
zone
Main combustion zone cooling air
decreased
Added coarse pore cooling to ID
inclined wall
Used both Jet A and propane premix
fuel
Added premix chutes to impart 45-
degrees swirl to flow
Dilution orifice location and angle
changed to increase main combustor
residence time
Added impingement film cooling band
to ID inclined wall
Added film cooling band to pilot OD
wall
Converted premix tubes to internal
annulus
Pilot swirler airflow reduced 50
percent
7O
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Figure 35. CO Emissions, Concept 3,
Basic Configuration, Taxi-Idle
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with 14-percent premix air. Although a CO emission index of 36.7
g/kg fuel is above the program goal, this value represents a reduc-
tion of approximately 40 percent from the present production
system.
At simulated takeoff inlet conditions, a series of parametric
tests were run to minimize the NO x value. The first of these
tests was to determine the effect of pilot zone fuel/air ratio on
the NO x levels exiting that region (no premix fuel flow). The
test data showed a marked increase in _40x with increasing fuel/
air ratio, as can be seen in Figure 36, and indicated a need to
maintain the pilot zone fuel/air ratio as low as possible.
Following the pilot-only test, a series of tests was performed
with both the pilot% and main combustion zones fueled. These tests
evaluated the effect of premix tube fuel/air ratio, and the fuel
flow split between the pilot and the main combustion zones. Fig-
ure 37 shows NO x versus overall fuel/air ratio for two premix tube
fuel/air ratios. Figures 38 and 39 show HC and CO for the same
parameters. These curves show that NO x increases with increasing
overall fuel/air ratio and decreasing premix tube fuel/air ratio,
and that HC and CO are extremely sensitive to small changes in
overall fuel/air ratio.
The fuel flow split that gave the lowest NO x emission index
moved approximately one-third of the fuel through the pilot
system. This produced 5.0 g/kg fuel of I_O x, which results in a
reduction beyond the level required to meet the program goal. The
corresponding emission indices for HC and CO were approximately
5.0 and 17, respectively, which resulted in a combustion effi-
ciency of approximately 99.0 percent at the simulated takeoff
condition.
The Concept 3 Basic Configuration was tested with gaseous
propane in the PM/PV system, and liquid Jet A fuel in the pilot.
b. Concept 3 - Modification i. - The first modification to
Concept 3 Consisted of an inerease in the number of OD panel
primary orifices from 80 to 120 to promote mixing and to quench
NO x being formed near the outer wall of the pilot zone. This was
similar to the Concept 2 Modification 2 design. In addition, the
primary cooling airflow rate was reduced by 25 percent on the OD
panel and 33 percent on the ID panel to reduce wall quenching
effects.
The combustor was coated with temperature sensitive paint to
determine the liner temperature characteristics at the simulated
takeoff point. The combustor temperature levels downstream of the
primary orifices on the OD panel were high, but could have been
reduced to an acceptable level by the incorporation of additional
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cooling film air in this location. In the main burning region,
the temperature of the inner inclined wall just opposite the PM/PV
jets was hiqh, and was attributed to the impinging premix jets.
This configuration was tested only at the simulated takeoff
point, and the fuel flow split was approximately 30 percent to the
pilot. The PM/PV zone was again fueled with propane. The mea-
sured NOx level in this test was 6.0 g/kg fuel, which was higher
than that of the basic configuration. However, HC and CO values
were 0.05 and 5.1 g/kg fuel, respectively, which were less than
half the values of the basic configuration. Combustion efficiency
at this point was 99.9 percent.
c. Concept 3 - Modification 2. - Based on the results of
the liner wall temperature test of the previous configuration, 120
holes in each of four rows 0.25-cm diameter simulating coarse
transpiration cooling were drilled in the liner OD wall across
from the discharge of the PM/PV tubes.
This configuration was evalua£ed over an extensive matrix of
test points using both propane and liquid Jet A fuel in the PM/PV
system. Data was taken at taxi-idle, simulated approach, and
simulated takeoff power settings to evaluate the effects of the
following variables on emission formation and combustion charac-
teristics:
o Premix-to-pilot zone air and fuel flow splits
o Premixing length
o Pilot nozzle flow nun_er
o Comparison of NOx levels with propane and liquid
Jet A as premix fuels.
The configuration that produced the lowest NOx value while
maintaining an acceptable efficiency level utilized Jet A as the
PM/PV fuel, with the injection point 35.6 cm from the combustor.
The pilot nozzles in this configuration had a flow number* o[
0.6_. The previous two configurations had used 0.9 flow number
nozzles.
*Flow number =
Fuel flow, ib/hr
(Fuel pressure drop, psid)
0.5
8O
At taxi-idle, the eombustor produced llC and CO levels of 0.50
and 17.3 g/kg fuel, respectively. %these values were well below
the program goals. At takeoff, the _,%easured NO. level was 2.6
g/kg fuel, which was also below the program goa_. The combustion
efficiency at the takeoff point was 98.2 percent. The inefficiency
was attributed to:
Variation of the fuel/air ratio between the individual
PM/PV tubes
Partially clogged pilot nozzles, discovered after the
test was concluded. This resulted in a highly strati-
fied temperature profile of the pilot zone gas that
acted as the ignition source for the main combustion
zone
O Insufficient residence time in the main combustion zone.
In addition, the wall temperature of the inner panel opposite the
P_PV tube discharges, while lower than the previous configura-
tion, was still considered unacceptably high with a value of
I172°K, as compared to a design objective of 1090°K.
Figure 40 presents a plot of the results for the takeoff
points and shows NO as a function of the premix tube fuel/air
ratio for a series _f pilot zone fuel flow rates and fuel injec-
tion lengths. The curves show, as would be expected, that
increased premix length and lean premix fuel/_ir ratios produce
the lowest NO x levels. Also, the pilot zone fuel flow rate of 68
kg/hr resulted in the lowest NO x values plotted. Lower pilot zone
fuel flow rates did produce lower NO x readings. IIowever, the lIC
and CO values increased rapidly for pilot fuel flow rates of less
than 68 kg/hr, and the attendant decrease in combustion efficiency
was considered unacceptable. At actual engine conditions, where
the combustor is operating at full pressure, it is reasonable to
assume that, with lower pilot zone fuel flow rates and leaner
premix fuel/air ratios, lower NO x values could be achieved without
a decrease in combustion efficiency.
Included in Figure 40 are the results of the test points
where propane was used as the premix fuel. The Jet A liquid fuel
and the propane curves follow the same trend as a function of
premix fuel/air ratio, but the propane data shows higher _O x
levels at corresponding points. During the series of tes , shown
in Figure 40, the differential injection pressure of the propane
gas at the simulated takeoff point was quite low (34.5 kPa), and
it is questionable whether the propane and the premix air were
well mixed before entering the combustion zone. Subsequent modi-
fications in the premix fuel manifold to produce a higher injec-
tion differential pressure (13S kPa) resulted in a 20-percent
decrease in NO x. Further increases in the propane pressure would
have resulted in the gas zhanging to a liquid state. In contrast,
I10
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during tests where Jet A was used as the premix fuel, the fuel
pressure was of sufficient magnitude to produce extremely small
droplets. In all probability, some of the droplets moved across
the pre'_,ix tubes and filmed on the wall. The mixture entering the
con_ustor consisted of liquid and partially vaporized fuel and
air. The time required to vaporize the liquid fuel reduced the
time available for reaction in the main combustion region, which
resulted in slightly lower efficiencies and ;_Ox values. The con-
clusions reached from this data is that the degree of fuel va_ori-
zation is ]ess important than such factors as degree of fuel/air
mixing and residence time of the reacting flow.
d. Concept 3 - Modification 3. - To increase the residence
time in themain combustion zone, the exits of the PM/PV tubes
were inclined 45 degrees in the direction of the co___ustor swirl.
This modification also prevented the premix flow from impinging on
the liner inner wall. This impingement was considered responsible
for the high metal temperatures in this region in earlier tests.
An additional feature incorporated to increase residence time was
the use of inclined tubes in the dilution orifices that directed
the air downstream, thereby increasing the reaction volume. To
improve the wall cooling, additional cooling bands were added in
the primary zone, as well as one band on the inner liner panel
opposite the P_PV tube discharge. Modification 3 is shown in
Figure 41.
The combustion system was tested using 0.90 flow nun_ger pres-
sure atomizing fuel nozzles as the pilot zone injectors. The
PM/PV system was tested with Jet A fuel only. A single injection
length of 20.3 cm was evaluated. The combustion system was tested
over the LTO cycle with gaseous emissions being taken at all four
points, and smoke sampled at takeoff only. A limited amount of
parametric evaluation was performed to determine the effects of
fuel flow splits and P_PV tube velocities. At the simulated
takeoff point, these fuel flow splits were evaluated together with
two premix airflow rates to establish their relationship to _40 x
formation. The results of the test are shown in Figure 42.
At taxi-idle, the test results from the configurations that
produced the best overall emission results for the LTO cycle had
HD and CO levels of 2.1 and 30.7 g/kg fuel, respectively, with a
premix airflow rate of 24 percent of the total. The HC value %_as
well below the program goal, and the CO level was only slightly
above the goal of 30.0 g/kg fuel. At the simulated takeoff point
with the pilot fuel flow equal to 30 percent of the total, and the
PM/PV airflow equal to 24 percent of the total, the measured _40 x
• level was 3.4 g/kg fuel. The measured smoke number was zero, and
the combustion efficiency at this point was calculated from emis-
sions to be 99.94 percent. Other takeoff eombustor performance
parameters such as pattern factor (0.146) and pressure loss (4.43
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percent) were within engine requirements. The con_gustor wall tum[,-
eratures were much improved over the previous configuration, and
the hot areas in the PM/PV region were eliminated.
LTO cycle points calculated fro11 the test data are shown
below:
LTO Cycle Points, ib/1000-1b thrust hr/cycle
Program Goals Concept 3 Mod. 3
HC i. 6 0.6
CO 9.4 8.8
NO x 3.7 2.7
These factors were calculated from rig data with all ZJO x emisslon
indices corrected to standard humidity, and the climbout and take-
off NO x indices corrected for pressure differences between rig and
engine test points. A pressure exponent of 0.5 was used. The re-
maining rig values were uncorrected.
e. Concept 3 - _{odification 4. - As a result of the success-
ful performance of the preceding configuration, a combustion sys-
tem was designed with an internal PM/PV system intended to simulate
realistic engine hardware. As can be seen in Figure 43, the PH/I)V
system consisted of an annulus surrounding the outer wall of the
combustor, and extended from the diffuser deswirl vanes to the
axial mid-point of the burner. At this point the PM/PV annulus was
divided into 40 chutes that ducted the fuel-air mixture into
the combustor. The combustor, including the 40 PM/PV inlet tubes,
remained unchanged from the Modification 3 configuration. In or-
der to maximize the premix length, the P_PV annulus was extended
to the diffuser discharge, thereby necessitating the removal of
the outer portion of the deswirl vanes. The swirl angle in the
PM/PV annulus remained at essentially the compressor exit swirl
angle of 55 degrees, as compared to 35 degrees downstream of the
deswirl vanes in the inner airflow passage. The inner and outer
walls of the PM/PV annulus were connected by five equally spaced
ribs, each in the form of a 55 degree helix aligned in the
direction of the swirl angle. Premix fuel was introduced through
40 equally spaced pressure atomizing fuel nozzles. TWo premix
lengths were investigated--7.6 and 20.3 cm. Both 0.68 and 0.90
flow number pressure atomizing nozzles were evaluated as pilot
nozzles.
The system was tested at all four LTO cycle points. At the
taxi-idle condition, tests were made both with and without simu-
lated compressor bleed. At the higher power settings, parametric
tests were run to evaluate the effect of fuel flow splits on
emissions. Prior to commencing combustion testing, tests were
performed on the internal PM/PV system to determine the airflow
distribution as compared to the external PM/PV system of thc
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previous configuration. Measurements were _iccomplish{-_d by i_]acJnq
total pressure probes in the }_remix dnnulus. Th_-_:_ }dressur_
measurements, together with th,: known effective area of the dis-
charge tubes and the con6_ustor discharg¢_ [;ressuru, allowed an
iterative calculation to determine the annulus airflow rat_:. The
test data indicated that the PII/PV airflow rate had been reduce<]
21 percent (from 24 to 19 percent of the total airflow) from
Modification 3. Additionally, the PH/PV system exhibited non-
uniform air distribution within the annulus. The hardware was
reworked to reduce the non-uniformity thro_,gh improved control of
the tolerances; but the [low variations were still significant,
and the airflow rate through the PM/PV tul0es was unaffected.
At taxi-idle, the emission values were slightly higher than
those of the external PM/PV configuration. This could be accounted
for by the airflow distribution differences. The reduce(] airflow
in the internal PH/PV annulus resulted in an increase in the pilot
zone flow, thus producing a leaner primary zone. At taxi-idle,
the emission values for ]IC and CO were 7.1 and 52.7 g/kg fuel,
respectively. To attain furthe_ reductions in these pollutants,
the system was tested with 5-percent simulated compressor bleed,
and produced HC and CO indices of 1.9 and 37.6 g/kg fuel,
respectively.
At the simulated takeoff condition, the minimum measured _40 x
value was 4.2 g/kg fuel as compared to 3.4 g/kg fuel for _he
external PH/PV combustor. The minimum NO x value was attained with
the pilot fuel flow equal to 33 percent of the total. Cor_]ustion
efficiency was measured to be 99.3 percent. The p_-emix length at
this point was 20. 3 cm.
f. Concept 3 - _{odification 5. - Tills modification was
designed prir_arily to reclu-c-e taxi-l-_'dle emissions. This modifica-
tion, and subsequent changes, may not have been required if the
airflow splits and distribution had been as they were in
Modification 3, The modification consisted of blocking every
other vane of the existing corH)ustor swirlers. This increased the
pilot zone equivalance ratio and residence time. The PH/PV air-
flow rate was increased only slightly from 19.] to 19.5 percent
as a result of the change. The 9.68 flow number l_ressure atomiz-
ing nozzles were used in the }?ilot [njector:_ for all test points.
The premix fuel injection len<jth w._.s 20.3 cm.
The combustor was tested nt taxi--idle both with and without
simulated compressor bleed, an: it simulated approach and takeoff
points. At taxi-idle, the lowe..c emission levels were attained
with simulated 5-percent compre3sor bleed. At this point, the [IC
and CO emission levels were 2.2 and 32.6 g/kg fuel, respuctivel 7.
Without bleed, the HC and CO values were 5.6 and 46.5 g/kg fuel,
respectively. At simulated approach, the measured emission levels
for HC, CO, and _40 x were 1.4, 8.4, and 4.6 g/kg fuel, respectively.
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At the simulated takeoff point the minimum measured NO x level was
4.7 g/kg fuel. The pilot zone flow at this point was 30 percent
of the total. This represents an increase in NO x over the previous
modification, which can be attributed, in part, to an increase in
the NO x produced in the pilot zone as a result of the increa_ed
residence time.
Refinement Tests. - At the completion of the screening tests,
Concepts 2 and 3 were selected to proceed into refinement testing.
These two concepts were chosen as having the best potential for
simultaneously meeting the program emission goals while maintain-
ing aceeptable comLustor performance.
The testing during the refinement phase of the test task was
more extensive than the previous co_)ustor screening testing.
Emission and performance measurements were taken at the four LTO
cycle points (taxi-idle, approach, climbout, and takeoff). Smoke
and combustor wall temperature measurements were obtained at the
simulated takeoff power setting. In addition, ignition (including
altitude relight) and stability tests were performed, and the
results compared to those of the present production combustion
system.
The test configurations and the emissions results for the two
refinement tests of Concept 2 are shown in Table XV and Figure 44,
respectively. Similarily, the configurations and results for tile
Concept 3 refinement tests are shown in Table XVI and Figure 44,
respectively.
TABLE XV. - CONCEPT 2 REFINEMENT TEST CONFIGURATIONS
Refinement 1
Refinement 2
Relocated inner and outer primary orifices
to produce same airflow as basic configu-
ration and added row of outer primary
orifices for NO x control
Low- and high-airflow swirlers evaluated
Modified primary orifices to increase
airflow and obtain a primary zone equiva-
lence ratio of 0.5 at takeoff
Modified hi_h-airfiow swirlers
TABLE XVI. -
Refinement 1
Refinement 2
CONCEPT 3 REFINEMENT TEST CONFIGURATIONS
Pilot primary air orifices removed
Pilot cooling air decreased 50 percent
Used half and full area pilot swirlers
Airblast pilot nozzles
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i. Concept 2. -
a. Concept 2, Refinement Test i. - From the test results of
Modification 5, it was deteriined that in the fuel nozzle grommet
configuration, the primary zone orifices were locaued too far down-
stream for the air entering through these orifices to tak<_ part in
the combustion reaction during low-power operation. This resulted
in an over-rich primary zone, as evidenced by the high llC and CO
values, and the heavy buildup of carbon in the combustor primary
zone. On the other hand, the air entering through the primary
orifices was effective in leaning out the reaction zone at the
simulated takeoff setting in the |_dification 5 swirler configura-
tion. Based on those considerations, the Concept 2 combustor for
the first refinement test was designed with the primary orifice
was effective in leaning out the reaction zone at the simulated
takeoff setting in the Modification 5 swirler configuration.
Based on those considerations, the Concept 2 combustor for the
first refinement test was designed with the primary orifice _at-
tern, as shown in Figure 45. The first row of orifices on both
the inner and outer primary panels was sized to produce approxi-
mately the same airflow as in the Concept 2 basic configuration.
The axial location of these orifices was identical to the basic
configuration, which _roduced the lowest taxi-idle emission levels
of the Concept 2 configurations. A second row of primary orifices
on the outer panel was positioned downstream of the first row such
that the airflow through these holes would not significantly affect
taxi-idle operation. However, it would substantially reduce :_O x
at takeoff. These orifices were sized to produce a primary zone
equivalence ratio at takeoff that was less than the Modification 2
and _dificaticn 5 designs.
• he first refinement test combustor was evaluated in three
configurations:
o With low airflow swirlers
o With high airflow swirlers
o With fuel nozzle grommets
The first series of tests was conducted on the combustor
utilizing the low airflow swirlers. This configuration was evalu-
ated at taxi-idle (both with and without simulated compressor
bleed), approach, climbout, and takeoff. At the simulated takeoff
inlet conditions, parametric tests were conducted to determine :_Ox
as a function of fuel/air ratio. In addition, the combustor _¢as
painted with temperature sensitive paint (Thermindex OG-6), and a
wall temperature evaluation was obtained at the takeoff point. A
smoke measurement was also taken at this power setting. Following
these performance tests, ignition and stability limit tests were
performed.
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BY 0NE-THIRD FROM MODIFICATION 5
Figure 45. Combustor Configuration for Concept 2-,
Refinement Test 1
At the completion of these tests, the combustoz_was removed,
and the low airflow swirlers were replaced with the high airflow
version. This assembly was tested only at the simulated cli_out
and takeoff inlet conditions with variations in fuel/air ratio.
For testing at the taxi-_dle conditions, the combustor was
modified by replacing the swirlers with grommets, and was tested
both with and without sinlulated compressor bleed. Ignition tests
were also conducted in this configuration.
The tests at taxi-idle indicated that in the grommet con-
figuration, the reaction zone was too rich, at least locally near
the dome, as evidenced by carbon buildup in this region. Sub-
sequent tests with the low airflow swirler configuration produced
CO slightly lower, even though the calculated primary zone equi-
valence ratio was leaner. With simulated 5-percent compressor
bleed, the low airflow swirler configuration met the CO goal.
At the simulated takeoff point, there was no appreciable
variation in _0 x between the two swirler sizes. Figure 46 shows
a plot of _O x as a function of fuel/air ratio for both swirler
configured burners, and it can be seen that the curves are almost
identical. Assuming that the swirlers were flowing at the design
rates, it was concluded that the _O_ formation rate was relatively
unaffected by the degree of change in the calculated primary zone
equivalence ratio (from _ = 1.03 to @ = 0.86), and that a more
significant change in equivalence ratio was required to produce
lower NO x values.
The measured smoke number on the low airflow swirler config-
uration was essentially zero, and wall temperatures were 1005°K or
less for most of the combustor surface, with no excessive tempera-
ture gradients. One small isolated area had a maximum temperature
of I144°K; however, overall wall temperatures were considered
satisfactory for this stage of development. The combustor stabil-
ity test showed that both swirler configurations had combustion
stability better than the present production combustor. Ignition
tests did not produce satisfactory ignition performance, and
indicated that the igniter is not located at the optimum position
for the Concept 2 liners.
b. Concept 2 Refinement Test 2. - The second refinement
test combustor is shown in Figure 47. Extensive orifice pattern
modifications were made as well as changes to the fuel nozzle
swirlers.
The intent of the modification was to produce a calculated
primary zone equivalence ratio of 0.5 at the takeoff condition as
an extension of Refinement Test i. Most of the increased airflow
was introduced through the dome with the intent of producing
thorough fuel/air mixing near the fuel injection point. The high
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airflow s',irlers were modified by the addition of a ring of eloxed
orifices surrounding the swirler inlet. The orifices wer,_, eloxed
at a 60-degree angle to the axial centerline and in the; opposite
direction to the main swirler, thus producing a counter rotation
of the inlet air. The counter-rotating airstreams were selected
to produce a short reaction zone wit}] improved fuel-air distribu-
tion as a means of NO x reduction. The overall combustor effect}/_
open area was maintained at 0.017 m 2 to provide sufficient com-
bustor pressure drop for adequate mixing. These required reduc-
tions in cooling airflow rates were considered acceptable, based
on liner wall temperatures from the first refinement test.
At the low-power points, modified low airflow swirlers were
utilized in place of the groaners. In the last two previous grom-
meted configurations tested at taxi-i_le, carbon formation was
noted in the dome, and the CO levels were actually higher than
when the same combustors were tested with the low airflow swirlers.
Therefore, these swirlers were modified around the outer portion
of the swirler to deduce the open area by approximately 50 percent.
This small amount of air was intended to prevent carbon formation
and not produce an overly overly-lean condition in the dome.
The measured takeoff NO x level of 6.5 g/kg fuel was the lowest
attained to date with the Concept 2 configurations that utilized
swirlers. This low NO x level was attained with a minimum of air
assist (required to prevent the coking of the nozzle air-assist
passages). Three emission scans were made with decreasing air-
assist flow rates to determine the effect on NO x formation. The
tests showed that UO x decreased linearly with decreasing air-assist
pressure.
The stability of the eombustor was determined to be superior
to the first refinement combustor, which in turn offered improved
stability as compared to the present production system.
The taxi-idle conditions were run both with and without simu-
lated compressor bleed. The HC values met the program goal without
compressor bleed. However, the CO values exceeded the program goal
of 30 g/kg fuel with a level of 31.7 g/kg fuel with 5-percent
bleed.
At the first taxi-idle point, a single isolated spike in the
IIC circumferential transverse plot indicated that an abnormality
existed in the test hardware. A significant rise in the CO value
was also noted at the same location. In an attempt to correct
this condition, the individual fuel nozzle mehering devices were
removed and flow checked, as were two of the fuel nozzles. Four
of the metering devices were replaced with new hardware, as were
both of the fuel inject:_s. The taxi-idle points were rerun with
96
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a significant reduction in the IIC spike (80-percent reduction of
spike amplitude). The spike, however, was not eliminated, nor
we'e the CO values appreciably changed within the available test
period.
_. Concept 3. -
a. Concept 3, Refinement Test i. - The first refinemei_t
modification was designed as a means of reducing takeoff NO x.
The modification consisted of eliminating the airflow through the
OD and ID primary orifices by covering two rows of holes with
shimstock bands. This increased the airflow in the PM/PV ann llus
to approximately 22 percent at takeoff, 2-percent less than the
optimum external PM/PV configuration. Testing was performed %'ith
two swirler configurations:
The swirlers from Modification 5 with half the
normal flow area
o Full open area _wirlers
The combustor with the reduced area swirlers was tested with 0.68
flow number pilot nozzles only. The configuration with full area
swirlers was tested with both the 0.68 and 0.90 flow number pres-
sure atomizers. The PM/PV injection length was 7.6 cm for all
test points.
The combustor was tested at taxi-idle, simulated approach,
and simulated takeoff power settings. At taxi-idle, tests were
performed both with and without simulated compressor bleed. At
takeoff, various pilot PM/PV fuel flow splits were evaluated.
At taxi-idle, IIC and CO increased dramatically from the pre--
vious configuration. Even though the calculated primary zone
equivalence ratio was less than in the previous configuration,
the lowest IIC and CO levels were 4.0 and 44.7 g/kg fuel, respecti-
vely, with the reduced area swirlers, 5-percent bleed, and 0.68
flow number pilot nozzles. With the full-area swirlers in the
same configuration, the values were 5.3 and 52.9 g/kg fuel. With-
out the primary zone orifices to terminate the pilot reaction
zone, very little of the reacting flow recirculated, and the
residence time in the burning zone was significantly reduced.
At the simulated approach point with the half-area swirlers,
the HC, CO, and NO. values were 0.3, 16.7, and 4.1 g/kg fuel,
respectively. Wit_ the full-area swirlers, these values were 0,
16.5, and 4.5 g/kg fuel. Both configurations were tested only
with the pilot fuel nozzles.
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3.7 g/kg fuel was tile lowest vale,: ,a, _sur<_,_! With th,: reduc{--d ,:_r',2,l
swirlers. Pilot fuel flow was only 2(] !;_rc(_nt of the total. Com-
bustion efficienc'y at this point was 9'_,8 iJc'rcent. This repr._sents
the low_st [40 x value measured for the interrla] P:_/['V system with
a 7.6 cm injection point. With the full-oDc:n swirler, UO x w.ls
4.1 g/kg fuel.
b. Concept 3 - Refinement Test 2. -- ]n this configuration,
the pressure atomizing pilot f ael nozzles w_:r_,_ relJlaced with the
air-assisted air])last injectors of Concept 2. The cor_ustor
swirlers were also replaced witl_ the Concept 2 hardware. Tests
were run with the low airflow swirlers, the fuel nozzle grol_imets
(zero airflow), and with modified low airflow swirlers that had
the flow area reduced by one half. The tests with the full-open
swirlers were run with the primal-y orifices blocked. All sub-
sequent tests had these orifices o])en. The PM/PV fuel injection
length was 7.6 cm for all test poi._ts.
The combustor was run at taxi-idle, approach, and simulated
takeoff. At the taxi-idle setting, the combustor was run in
various co_d)inations of compressor bleed and air-assist flow rates
to the airblast injectors. At the simulated takeoff setting,
various pilot PM/PV fuel flow splits were evaluated.
The tests at taxi-idle reaffirmed the conclusion that the
primary orifices were required to terminate the pilot reaction
zone. Similarly, it was determined in the test with the zero air-
flow grommets that without the swirler, _ , little of the primary
orifice air recirculated upstream into the reaction zone, as
evidenced by high HC and CO levels (65.5 and i00 g/kg fuel,
respectively) and carbon buildup in the liner dome. The config-
uration that produced the lowest taxi-idle emissions used the
half-area swirlers and open !)rimary orifices. The IIC and CO
values were 3.2 and 25.7 g/kg fuel, respectively. This was
measured at 5-percent bleed with 195.6 kPa differential air-
assist pressure.
Takeoff performance was not as good as in previous configura-
tions. With the full-area swirlers and the primary eri rices
blocked, an NO x level of 2.5 g/kg fuel was measur,_d; however, the
combustion efficiency was only 97.8 percent. With the half-arena
swirlers and the open primary orifices, an NO x value of 3.5 g/kg
fuel was measured at a con_ustion efficiency of 98.9 percent.
(]o_,_)ustor Per [ormance
In addition to the gaseous emission and smoke measurements
performed on the various combustor configurations, performance
data was also taken. Pattern factor and pressure less data was
recorded [or nearly all configurations at the simulated takeoff
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and taxi-idle power settings. These results are tabulated in
Table XVII. l_st of this data was recorded at the same test point
as the emissions data discussed in previous sections of this report.
However, at some points where pressure drop and/or L _ttern factor
data was not taken, values have been recorded for the same config-
uration, but with a slightly different set of test data (e.g., a
different fuel flow split between the pilot and main combustion
zones on Concept 3). Wall temperature tests were performed at the
simulated takeoff condition whenever a design modification resulted
in a major change to the cooling characteristics of the co_ustor.
Ignition, altitude relight, and stability characteristics were
evaluated on the refinement configurations only.
Pressure loss. - The pr_ent production combustion system has
a pressure loss of 4.5 percent at the takeoff power setting, and
the design criterion for all three concepts was to maintain this
value as closely as possible in all configurations. As shown in
Table XVII, all but two of the configurations tested were within
+i percent of the design goal. Although intermediate modifications
Were above the goal, the final (Refinement 2) configuration met the
goal.
Exit temperature pattern factor. - The NASA Class T1 program
goal calls for a pattern factor of less than 0.19. Table XVII
indicates that all of the Concept 2 configuaations produced pat-
tern factors of less than 0.18. The second refinement test
configuration of this concept, which the Phase II design will be
based on, had a pattern factor of 0.12--well below the engine
requirement and program goal.
The 0.30 pattern factor of the Concept 3 second refinement
configuration ran higher than the program goal of 0.19. This is
attributed to the nonuniformities in the premix annulus, which
resulted in a variation in the fuel/air ratio of the mixture. The
pattern factor can be reduced to acceptable levels by maintaining
close tolerances in fabrication.
Combustor durability. - The potential durability of the com-
bustor designs was assessed primarily by wall temperature tests
utilizing temperature sensitive paint that covered the entire
surface of the liner. In Concept _, where the changes from the
production design were minimal, the wall temperature levels were
considered acceptable. For Concept 2, the wall cooling airflow
rates were progressively decreased during development with little
significant effect on wall temperatures. The one exception
to this was the combustor dome, which was attached to the inner
and outer side panels of the liner by wiggle strips. Differential
expansion of the dome and side panels tended to distort the wiggle
strips and crack the welds, which resulted in a distortion of the
cooling airflow to the primary zone panels. In some instances,
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TABLE XVII - SUILPIARY, PRESSUI_E LOSS A/_D PATTEBJ4 FACTOR DATA
Taxi-idle Takeoff
Concept 1
Basic Configuration
Modification 1
11odification 2
_!odification 3
_odiflcation 4
_dification 5
Concept 2
Basic Configuration
Pressure
loss, flP/l'
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.7
4.2
Temperature
spread factor
0.].7
0.71
0.14
0.28
P rc s._ure
loss, AP/P
6.5 0.18
4.3
4.4
4.0
3.8
4.2
7.0
Tempera tur__ _
spread factor
0.06
0.i0
0.14
0.42
0.10
I_dification 1
Modification 2
Modification 3
Modification 4
t_dification 5
Refinement 1
Refinement 2
Concept 3
Basic Configuration
tlodification 1
Hodification 2
I_dification 3
_dification 4
Modification 5
Refinement 1
Refinement 2
Production
4.9
4.2
4.8
4.3
4.3
4.7
3.9
3.2
4.2
2.9
3.1
3.6
4.2
3.0
0.17
0.22
0.19
0.22
0.1"6
0.07
0.ii
0.18
0.44
0.16
0.17
0.19
0.33
5.7
4.6
5.0
5.3
5.1
5.0
4.1
3.7
4,9
4.4
3.8
4.5
4.1
4.5
0..16
0.09
0.18
0.12
0.15
0.00
0.12
0.19
0.12
0.17
0.15
0.19
0.23
0.32
0.30
0. ] 'J
i00
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the cooling gap was com[)letely closed. '2he Phase II design will
be modified to incor[_orate a conventional film cooling geometry
in this region.
Durability problems with the Concept 3 configurations
centered on the imDingement of the PM/PV fuel-air mixture on the
combustor inner wall. This was resolved by the addition o_ a film
cooling panel at this location, and by inclining the PM/PV tubes
in the direction of the inlet air swirl.
Ignition, altitude reliqht, and stability. - Ignition,
altitude relight, and combustion stability tests were performed
during the refinement testing portion of the program. Tile test
points were selected to match existing data points from tests
performed on the production combustion system, and to evaluate the
extreme corners of the starting and operating envelopes.
Figure 48 shows the results of the lean stability limit tests
for Concept 2. Data from both refinement configuration combustors
is presented. The results indicate that the stability of both
these configurations represents an improvement over the production
system.
Figure 49 presents ignition and altitude relight data for the
first refinement configuration of Concept 2. Test data indicated
that the ignition and altitude relight capability was not as good
as the present production system. However, based on the stability
results, it was assumed that satisfactory ignition and altitude
relight could be achieved with proper placement of the igniter.
No ignition tests were performed on the second refinement config-
uration.
Ignition, altitude relight, and combustion stability were
tested on the first refinement combustor of Concept 3. Figure 50
is a plot of these results. The results of these tests indicated
that the lean stability limits were superior to the present pro-
duction system, and that ignition and altitude relight capabilities
were marginal. Results were sufficiently close to the program
goals to indicate that satisfactory performance could be achieved
with normal development efforts.
Assessment of Emission Results
From the data accumulated during the test phase of the
program, it can be concluded that several design approaches have
been demonstrated that have shown significant reductions in
combustion emission levels. Most of these reductions were
attained without major sacrifices to combustor performance, but
involved varying degrees of added complexity. An assessment of
the emission results of each concept is discussed below.
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Figure 48. Concept 2 Lean Stability Limits
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Conce_t i. - 'Ik_o configurations of Concept 1 demonstrated low
taxi-idle emission levels for HC and CO. Both of these systems
utilized modifications of the present production combustor and fuel
injection system.
The basic configuration of Concept 1 produced IIC and CO levels
of 0.6 and 30.0 g/kg fuel, respectively. These values were
attained with the use of air-assis£, wherein air was injected
through the secondary fuel circuit of the production duplex fuel
nozzles, while fuel flow was maintained through the primary circuit
only. In conjunction with air-assist, the system was operated at
a ll.5-percent compressor bleed condition. In order to maintain
the same power level with the reduced airflow, it was necessary to
increase the fuel flow from 359 to 423 kg/hr, an increase of
28.6 kg fuel used during the 26-minute taxi-idle portion of the
LTO cycle. These two changes produced:
O Improved fuel atomization as a result of the air-
assist, and increased pressure drop across the
pressure atomizer
o A richer primary reaction zone.
The combined effect of the two factors was sufficient to reduce
the HC and CO levels below the program goals.
_dification 1 also utilized improved atomization and a loc-
ally fuel-rich primary zone as a means of reducing the emission
levels at taxi-idle. In this configuration, the fuel nozzles were
operated in quadrants of three nozzles each. The top and bottom
quadrants flowed fuel while the left and right quadrants were shut
off with the total fuel flow unchanged. Therefore, the fuel flow
per nozzle was doubled, and the atomization was improved as a
result of increased pressure drop across the nozzles. The local
fuel/air ratio in the two fuel quadrants was also increased with
the overall effect of reducing HC and CO levels to 5.6 and 39.7 g/
kg fuel, respectively, it should be pointed out that the pattern
factor for this configuration was 0.7, which is a factor of three
higher than the normal taxl-idle pattern factor; but the peak tem-
perature was still well below the maximum allowable engine stator
inlet temperature. However, before this approach could be imple-
mented, the impact of the high-temperature gradient of the dis-
charge gases on the turbine starers would need to be determined.
At the takeoff power setting, the only configuration that met
the program goal for NO x reduction employed water-methanol injec-
tion into the combustor primary zone. While this approach did
produce low _IOx levels, the associated logistic and aircraft
weight penalties that would be present with this technique make it
an impractical solution from an application standpoint. The only
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other approach that offered potential was the use of piloted-air-
blast injectors, which when used in conjunction with the present
production combustor, produced a 25-percent reduction in I_Ox--
approximately half of the required reduction.
Concept 2. - The second refinement test combustor of
Concept 2 produced the best overall emission performance of that
concept. LTO cycle calculations made for that configuration are
presented below together with the program goals.
The LTO cycle EPAP values were calculated by two methods. In
the first, IIC and CO emission indices were uncorrected for all the
LTO power settings. NO values were corrected to standard-day
humidity conditions, an_ the climbout and takeoff NO x levels used
a 0.5 pressure exponent to correct measured rig values to engine
conditions.
The second method is similar to the first with the following
two exceptions:
o HC and CO emission indices at the climbout and takeoff
point were corrected as an inverse function of the
engine-to-rig combustcr inlet pressure ratio
o The climbout and takeoff NO x values used a 0.29 and
0.35 pressure exponent, respectively, to correct
measured rig values to engine conditions.
These pressure exponents were established from rig-to-engine
correlation tests on the production TFE731-2 combustion system,
which operates with a near-stoichiometric primary zone. Recent
data derived from the Clean Con:bustor Program (Ref, 4), as pub-
lished by General Electric, indicates that a pressure exponent of
0.35 is realistic for eombustors with near-stoichiometric primary
zones, but for lean primary zone burners the exponent is closer
to 0.5. These two methods of calculation bracket the LTO cycle
EPAP values that may be anticipated from the Concept 2 combustion
system.
EPAP values for Concept 2, Refinement Test 2 for both methods
of correction are compared below.
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EPAP, ib/lO00 ib thrust-hr/c_cle
Pollutant
Concept 2 Concept 2
Refinement 2 Refinement 2
Correction Method 1 Corzection Method 2 Program Goals
IIC 0.5 0.4 1.6
CO ii. 5 i0.0 9 . 4
NO x _. 9 3.5
This data shows that the configuration produced:
3.7
o IIC below the program goal
The NO x level may be below the program goal depending
on the applicable pressure correction exponent
o CO value is slightly above the program goal.
In reference to the CO term, it should be pointed out that
engine rig correlation tests performed on production combustion
systems consistently produced taxi-idle rig values of CO approxi-
mately 1.25 times the measured engine data. In view of the fact
that the rig and engine flow conditions an taxi-idle conditions
were identical, and the same combustor system hardware was used
for both tests, no plausible explanation could be given for the
difference, and therefore, the correlation term was not applied.
However, the difference was consistent for three engine-rig cor-
relation tests. If the correction term had been applied to the
taxi-idle CO term in the LTO calculation, the CO EPAP value would
be 8.3, well below the required goal.
The above LTO values were based on the use of changes in
swirler goemetry. Test data from all the configurations in
Phase I of this concept have demonstrated the need to vary the
swirler airflow so as to maintain the reaction zone equivalence
ratio for minimum emission levels of both taxi-idle HC and CO,
and climbout and takeoff NO x.
Conce_t 3. - The potential for low emission levels with an
axially-staged fuel injection system utilizing premix/prevaporizing
(PM/PV) fuel injection was demonstrated with Modification 3, which
employed an external PM/PV system. Emissions increased son_ewhat
when the premix system was incorporated within the simulated
engine envelope. However, it is expected that with improved fabri-
cation control, the Modification 3 emission levels can be attained
with an engine compatible design.
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Modification 3 produced LTOcycle EPAPvalues as shownbelow.
This data is presented in both corrected and uncorrected form
similar to the previous presentation of Concept 2 data.
EPAP, ib/1000 ib thrust-hr/cycle
Concept 3
Modification 3
Pollutant Correction Method 1
Concept 3
Modification 3
Correction Method 2 Program Goals
HC 0.6 0.5 1.6
CO 8.8 8.3 9.4
NO x 2.7 2.5 3.7
This data shows that _dification 3 with the external PM/PV system
was well below the program goals for all three pollutants, even
when using the first correction method.
For comparative purposes, the LTO cycle EPAP values from the
Refinement Test 2 combustor with the internal PM/PV system are
shown below. The data for the climbout point was approximated,
as this configuration was not-tested at the climbout condition.
EPAP, i b/1000 ib thrust-hr/cycle
Pollutant
Concept 3
Refinement 2
Correction Method 1
Concept 3
Refinement 2
Correction Method 2 Program Goals
HC 1.6 1.0_ 1.6
CO 18.0 i0.9 9.4
NO x 2.6 2.3 3.7
This data shows that while this configuration meets the HC
and NO. program goals, the CO value is high. This was caused by
abnormally hlgh levels of CO produced at the takeoff condition,
because of an improper airflow split between the pilot and main
combustion region.
The program schedule precluded corrective reworking of the
PM/PV annulus. However, the demonstrated emission performance of
the _dification 3 combustor is considered to be attainable with
a properly fabricated internal PM/PV system. The required
emphasis will be placed on the fabrication of this hardware during
Phase II of the program to ensure that the PM/PV hardware achieves
the desired conformity and size.
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IAPPENDIX A
COMBUSTOR HOLE PATTERN
i09/it0
I I ' I'%; i
8 7
t
i
17 16
3
I' . _,
/11
\ 1 \ \
15 14 13 12
Outside diameter InsSde dia_,,eter
l 48 louvers 336 .279 20.60 8,9 iI Cooling 120 ,_0 12.78 5.4
2 CO01inq 255 .330 2_.17 R.9 12 Cooling 262 .230 11.24 _.3
3 Plunged 48 .540 11.03 4.6 13 Coo1 in_ 262 ,230 11,24 3.5
4 Cooling 255 .330 22.17 B.O 14 Flush 60 .5_0 13.41 3.1
5 Flush 60 ,710 24.O1 6.1 15 Cooling 262 .230 ]] .24 3.6
6 COO1 _ng 176 .226 ]_.09 4.6 16 CoOl ing 262 .230 li.24 3.7
? Flush slots 60 .989 46.10 11.2 i? Flush 60 .990 45. I,.* 1P.4
8 F_USh 60 ,910 24.01 5,_ 18 CoOling 120 .30; 8.g(! _.4
Fuel NoZzles
_as_c Configuration and Modiflcation i_ Pro4uctlon pr_ssuz_ akomizing nozzle; al flow = 2.55t.
Modification 2= Prossure atomlzin 9 nozzlo w_th nozzle swirler alr f|ow increased I_2%. A_rflow _ 5._%.
Men,f,cation 3: A_rbl_st nozzles. Delavan nozzles a_r_lo_ = _.07%, _a_k_r-Hann_t_n" l_ez_l,s a_rff,.,_ . .5,,
Figure A-I. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept l, Basic
Configuration and Modification_ i, 2, and 3.
Iii
I
i ! 1 ! I
t
. I
19
% f
° ° , + 2
1 t 11
_
u I \ I --_217 15 14 13
18 16
outside didmeter
48 louvers
Cooling
Cool+ing
Flush
Cooling
Flush slots:
Flush
E
+_ ,. _+. if+_ "' +
336 .279 20.60 8. + 1] ,"o01 ing
191 .333 18.51 6.4 12 Coohng
191 .330 16.61 6.] 13 P Lunq¢_
60 .710 24.O1 6. ] ]4 F} tJsh
]?6 .226 15.O9 4.8 i_. CtX.] iflq
30 .990 46.10 6.0 16 Flu_.h
30 .710 24.01 3.0 17 CuOl Ing
18 COOl_nq
19 Flush
20 cool i nq
ins1 de+ d:,,J_,tt,l
I:
i': f
l?n .37q 12.7_ 5.1,
2E+ .23(i 11.24 3,0
60 .840 33.31 _J.O
60 .907 3_.75 'J._.
262 ,230 I].24 3,_
60 .5]0 1_,4] _..l
252 .2_0 1J.24 4."
262 +23(I ]1.24 4.]
31 .q'JO 45.1C 6.4
Fucl Nozzles
Pr_4uctlon pressure atomizing nozzle: Air flnw = ?.5%.
Park_r-Hanni[i_ I_ozz1_s: Airflow _ ?.5_
Mo4iflcations: (Refer to Figure A-l} .
I. Out_}r pz_mary orlflccs temov_}_
2. Outer primary coolinq r_duc.,d 25%.
3. TWo _ow_ of inner primer 7 orxflc_s addt_l.
4. Inner and _ut_r dilution _txflc_ _._ucu_ by 51)_.
Figure A-2. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept i, Modification 4
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\
18
I
\
16
17
Outside diameter
\
\
15
I
14
I 12 Io_vets 86 ,413 12.85 6.2 5.4 II
2 Cooling 127 ,333 11.04 5.2 4.5 12
3 Plunged 48 .540 11.03 5.7 4.9 13
4 Flush slots 153 .518 32.26 11.8 IO,2 14
5 C_ling 191 .333 16.61 5.8 5.0 15
6 Flush 60 .714 24.0] 701 _.2 16
Cooling 376 .22b 15.09 5.3 4.6 17
8 Flush slots 30 .990 46.10 6.7 5.8 18
9 Flush 30 .710 24,01 3,3 2.9
(a] G_rommet - Grommet Configuration has no swirler
airflow.
2
(b) 5wirier - 12 swirlers: area = 2.48 cm
airflow = 13.4%
6 '3 2
LOUVERS IN DOME
Fuel NoZZ]OS
Pressure atomizing nozzles: 57 ° and 77 ° down anglel
airflow= 3.1% Grommet Configuration, 2.7%
Swirlor Configuration
Delavan airblast nozzles: Airflow = 5.g_ Grommet
Configuration, 5.1% Swirler Configur_tlon
Figure A-3. Combustor Orifice
I
13 I 12
SWIRLER NOZZLE
ORIFICE COVERED.
InsiSe diameter
Cooling 120 ,370 12,78 2.7 2.)
Flush SlOtS 73 .843 40.77 ii.8 10.2
Cooling 262 .234 11,24 3.6 3,1
Flush 60 .530 13.41 3.1 2.7
Cooling 282 .2)0 11.24 3.7 3.2
Cooling 262 .230 11.24 3.8 3.3
Flush 3C .990 45.10 6,0 5.2
C_llng 120 .307 8,90 ],4 2,9
Modifications: (Refer to Figure A-l).
1. ]2 swirlers added to dome and domc iocvers rPduced H_
airflow.
2. Outer primary c_li_ig reduced _n%; _uter _ocondary
coollng reduced 25%
3. Slots a_ded to outer and inner _rlmary pane is,
4. Outer and inner dilutiotl o_iflces reduced 5n%.
Pattern, Concept i, Modification 5
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I
I 1
(
T 1 I
4 3 2
_..__-_.._ _. , _ _
15 14 13 12
Outslde diameter ;t:nlde dla,_et.,t
I Cooling 180 .445 27.93 14.6 12.8 ]l Cooling
2 Plunged 40 . 540 g. |g 4 R 4.2 | 2 Plunged
3 Cooling 180 .290 12.06 6.3 5.5 13 Coolin_
4 Cooling 180 .240 8.23 4.3 3.8 14 Cooling
5 Plunged 40 1,060 35.41 18.6 16. 3 15 PIunged
16 C_linq
(a] Grommet - Grommet Configuration has no swirler airflow.
[b) Swirler - 20 swtrlers: area = 33.55 o_*. p,,rc,ntage_
airf|ow _ |2.4
FUel Nozzles
20 air-asnisted, airblast nozzles_ airflow = 7,_
Grot_ct Configuration; 6,7% Swirler Configuration
120 ,445 18.62
4n .540 9.1")
120 .267 6.7
120 .267 6.7
; :; "L :;
9.8 8._
4.S 4.2
3,5 _.I
3.% 3.1
40 1,060 3¢_.41 _O.I_ 1(,. 3
120 ,267 6.7 35 3.1
F±gure A-4. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2, Basic
Configuration
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1 1 I 1 T ¸I [ i
11
I , 7
14 13
Inside diderot
i i
1 Cooling 180 .445 27.93 1).2 11.? 11 Coolin9 120 .445 18,62 _.R 7.8
2 _ l_nged 40 ,E00 19.96 _,_ 8.4 12 Plun_ed 40 _o lq.qg 9.4 8.4
3 Coolin? 180 .290 12,06 5.? S.C 13 Coolin 9 120 .267 6,7 3.2 2._
4 Cooling 180 .240 8.23 3.9 3.4 14 Coolin_ 120 .267 b.7 3,2 2.8
5 Plunged 40 1.0_ _5.Al 16.7 14.8 15 P 1_n_ed 40 1.060 35,41 IG.7 14.8
16 Cooling 120 .267 6.7 3.2 2.8
[a) GrofflFte_ - GZOII_et Config_¢Atlo_ has no swi_le¢
airflow
2
(b) $wirler - 20 _wlrler=: A_ea _ 33.55 cm ;
perc_ntago airflow _ 11.3
Modifications: (I_e{or to Figure k-4}
I. Area of O.D. pr;mary holes increased by 54%
2. 0.D. primary ho1_s relocatPd closer to dome a_ 4.17 _ fr,,m
dome
Fuel Nozzles
20 alr-assiste_, airblast nozzles: airflow = 6.9%
Grommet Con[l_ura_lon . 6.1% swirh, r
Configuration
Figure A-5. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2,
Modification 1
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6 5 4
16 15 I I
14 13
Jll
I
12
Outside didmeter Inside diameter
] Cooling
2 Plunged
3 P lung_,d
4 cooling
5 cooling
6 P lungec]
• _ --- ? 3
]80 .445 27.93 12.J 10.3 iI COOling
40 .800 19._8 8.7 ?.3 12 P|unged
80 .540 18.32 ?.9 6.7 13 Cooling
180 .290 12.06 5,2 4,4 14 Cooling
I@0 .240 8.23 _.6 3.0 15 P_unged
40 1.060 35.41 15.3 13.0 16 COOling
120 ,445 18.62 ILl 6.8
40 .800 19.gR I(._ 7.3
120 ,267 6.70 2._ 2.5
40 1.060 )5.41 15.] If.i,
120 .267 6.30 2.q :.5
(a) Grommet - Grommet Configuration has no swirler airflow
(b) Sw|rlor - 20 swir10rs: are_ = 52.0 cm2; percentage
alrf1_w _ 15.3
l'uel Nozzle
Percontago a_rflow with qrcmm_ ° 6._
Percentage airflow with :,wiz]oi_ - 5.4
Modificatiohs: (_efur to M_|lfica+l(,h 1, [)quro A-5).
1. 80 O.D. primary orifices added
2. A_e_ of _wl_luI_ i,,_lea_,,.,$ I,y 5O%
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Figure A-6. Combustor Orifice Pattern_ Concept 2,
Modification 2
I,% I
5 4 3
e I i I 2
, I !
16 15 14 13 12
Outside di.%mete_ Insld_ diam_tur
I Cooling
2 Plush
3 Plunged
4 COoling
5 Coo_ tng
6 Plunged
180 .445 2?.93 12.0 10.8 11 Cooling
16G ,396 _9.73 8,5 ?.6 12 Plunged
40 .800 19.98 8.6 7.7 13 Cooling
180 .290 12.06 5.2 4.7 14 Cooling
180 .240 8.23 3.5 3.2 15 Pl_nged
40 1.060 _5.41 15,3 13.'/ IG Cooling
_._ _
120 .445 18._2 8.0 7.2
40 ,80_ _g.g_ 8.6 7,7
_20 .267 6.70 2.9 2.5
120 .267 6.70 2.9 2,6
40 1.06_ 3_.41 15.% l_.?
120 .267 6.?0 2,g P.6
(a) Gron%met - Oro_t Configuration has no swirler airflow
(b) Swiller - 20 sw_rlers= area • 33._5 (2 pe_centag_
airflow _ 10.4
Fuel nozzles
20 air-assisted, airbidst nozzles: Airflow
6,4% Gro_t Configuration;
5._% Swirler Configuration
Mo_i_xcations (Refer to Modification 2, Figure! A-6)
frum d_m_" _it 5.7 cm f_om done
2. I,D, _ .798 _m d*._mrt_t nrillc,,_ l'rh,c._t_d aw.r," f_ r
domr at 4._5 cm from done
3. _ow of flush orifices add,,d t_ n_. _ri_ar;"
Figure A-7. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2,
Modification 3
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i
/ {{
fl
16 15 14 13 12
1
, i __ : _:,
2 F]_h 120 .457 19.70 9. I _, I 13 FlUSh 40 ,POO _). _8 '). _ 8. _!
3 P l_g_ 40 .800 19._ _.2 g.2 13 COO]_ ng 120 .2_ 6.7 ,._ L.7
4 c_l _z_g 180 .290 12.06 5.6 5.0 14 C_oIi_g _0 .26_ £>.7 !._ :._
5 0_ol lag 180 .240 8.23 3.8 3.4 15 Plu_ged 40 _.06_ 35.41 _>.4 |4.'.
_0 alr°a_si_ted, _Irbl_t _02_I0_; A$_flow _ 6.9_ t;r_mr_ot
Figure A-8. Cou_ustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2, Modification 4
(Reduced Cooling Version)
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, I I 32I i
I
/ I I I, ¢_'
/ I 1216 15 14
13
1
11
Out_xdQ diamete_ In=ide d z amet f;r
1 Cooling 180 .445 2?.93 II.I 11 Cooling 120 .445 18.62 7.4
2 Flush 160 ,396 19.73 7,8 ]2 Flush 40 803 lq.gR ?.g
3 Flush 120 .457 19.70 7.8 1_ Cooling 120 .26_ 6.?_ 2.7
4 Plunged 40 .800 19.98 7.9 14 COoling 120 .26_ 6.70 2.7
5 Cooling _80 .290 12.06 4.8 15 Plunged 40 1.060 35.41 14.1
6 COoling 180 .240 8.2_ 3.3 16 COoling 120 .267 6.70 2.7
? Plunged 40 I,060 _5.41 !4.1
[a) Grommet , T_sted only in Grommet _onfigurntion
(h) Swlrler - N_t applicable
FUel nozzles
20 air-assisted_ airblast nozzles= airflow = 5.8% Grommet
Configuration
Modifications: (Refer to M_hfJca_ion 4, Flgur_: A-_}
I. 160 - .3_6 cm dz,_m,t_,r fh_ :,rz_,,,, .,,1_.d t,
_tPr primary pane?
2. Inner _nd outer Fr_mary tholing inc'r_,a'_,_ ',0_
Figure A-9. Combustor Orifice Pattern of Concept 2, Modification 4,
(Increased cooling version)
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-%
/ • I I
16 15 14 13 12
Outs_d_ diemuter Inside diametur
,; _ _ , =': _
] Cooling 180 .445 27.93 II.9 lO.O II Cooling 12D .445 1R.62 7.8 6._
2 Plunge_ 40 ,800 ]9.98 8.4 _. I 12 Flush 40 ,800 19. g8 _. 4 7. ]
3 Plunged 80 .635 25,3_ 10,7 _,1 13 cooling 12D .267 6.7 2._ 2.4
4 Cooling 180 .290 12.06 5.1 4.3 14 Cooling 120 .267 6.7 2.8 2.4
5 Cool Ing 180 .240 8.9_ 3.5 2.9 15 Plunge_ 40 1.060 35.41 14.9 12,7
6 Plunged 40 1.060 _5.41 14.9 12._ |6 Cooling 120 ._69 5._ 2.?- ,_.4
(a) Grommet - Gro_et Conflquratic._ has _._ swifter airflow
(b) Swirler - 20 swirlers: area - 5_.4 cm2; percentage
_lrflow " 15.0
Modifications, (Refer to _>dxflc_tion 4, }'igure A-g)
l. Primary orifices all m_ved to same axial }oc_t_on azd
8_ - .(,3S em oriftc,,_ .Jdd_d.
Fuel nozzle
20 air-asslsted, ai_bl_st nozzles: airflow = 6.2% Grnmm.t
Configurati_ 5.2% Sw_rlor C_l_tiguration
Figure A-10. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2, Modification 5
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I
7
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f
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J I
/ I
I , I I
16 15 14 13 12
I
L1
Outside diameter Irslde dlometer
._
d.
l COOling 120 .445 18.62 8.4 7.5 II cooling 80 .445 12.4] 5.6 5.0
2 Plunged 40 ,800 19.98 9.0 8. _ 12 Flush 40 .800 19,98 q. 0 _L 0
3 Plunged 80 .635 25.34 11.4 10.2 l_ Cooling _20 .2_T 6._0 3.0 2.T
4 C_oling 180 .290 12.06 5.4 4.3 14 Cooling 120 .26_ 6._0 3.0 2.7
5 COolln_ 180 .240 8,23 _.? 3.3 15 Plunge_ 40 1.O60 35.41 15.9 ]4.2
6 Plunged 40 1.060 35.41 15,9 14._ 16 Cooling 120 .267 6.70 _.,i 2._
(a) Gror_met - Grommet Con_iguration has no $wirler airflow
(h) $wirler _ 20 swillers: a_ea _ 33.55 cm 2, per_entege
_Irflow = lO.8
M_xliflcations. (P_f_r to MOdi[Ication 5. Figure A-IO (2))
1. Prima_y inne_ and outer coo]Jng reduced by _
Fuel nozzles
20 air-assistS, alr_last nozzles: airflow _ 6,6 Grommet
Con_igu_atl_; 5.9% Swirler Configuration
Figure A-II. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2, Modification 5
(With Reduced Primary Cooling)
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I
16 15 14 13 12
J
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%
1 C_linq 120 .445 IR.62 8.1 7.3 ]1 _olln9 _0 _45 1_.¢1 5.4 4.8
2 Plunqed 40 .635 12.67 5.5 4.9 12 Plunqed 40 ._00 1_,_ _.'t 1.8
3 _lus_ 80 .800 39.97 1_.4 15.6 13 C_l_ng 120 ,2_ _._0 2,9 2.6
4 Cooling 180 .290 12.06 5.3 4.7 14 C_l_ng 120 ,267 6._0 _.9 _._
5 Cool£nq 180 .241 q.2_ _.6 1.2 15 Plunged 40 1,060 35.41 15._ $._
6 P_un_ed 40 1.060 35.4Z 15.4 13.6 16 C_l_ng 120 . .267 6.70 2,9 2._
{a) Groc_e_ - GrC_o¢ COnf_quration ha_ no sw|rler alrflo_
2|b| Swirler - 20 sw*_]ers_ a_ea _ 33,55 c_ , p_rcenta_
air{low - 10.5
FuOJ no_1lc:_
20 air-_sslsted, airblast no_¢les: airflow = 6.4% Gromm,,t
Cot_fi_ur_t_on; 5.?% Swifter Confl_oration
Mo_if_catlons: {_efer to Modification "_, F_u;_" A-hl{b))
l. P_imarF orifJ_P._ mov_ _ur_bl,r f_om _o_, and m,ld_, flu:_l
2. _rim_r F inner and ou_t,_ coo_n_ t,,_h,_',,,_b F ._
Figure A-12. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2,
Refinement Test 1
i,< t
I
;>-----<
6 5
oOo l 0(Il( II I101o
• ; 0_0
, 11
I i
15 / 13 12
14
Out_de diameter lr,side diameter
1 _'lu_h 280 ,357 28.05 10.1 11 C_,:ling 80 .445 1Z.41 4,S 6,_
2 C_olin_ 120 .445 1_.62 6.7 9.3 12 Plun_d 40 .800 19.9B 7.2 9.9
Plun_ 40 ,635 12.67 4.6 6,3 13 Cooling 80 ,26_ 4,4? 1._ 2.2
4 Flu,_b 80 .554 19,_6 6,9 9,6 14 _'lunged 40 1,ObO )_.41 12,'/ 1'/,b
5 CoolI_ 120 .290 8.04 2.9 ;.0 15 Cooling 120 ,?6? 6.70 2,4 3,3
6 P]unq_'_ 40 1,060 35.41 12.7 1'/,6
fa) Taxi-ldle - 20 Co.¢eDt _ R_f_nement I swirler_
modified by reducing swlrler are_ b_
50%, _roa ,. I_.'/8, p_reentaqe _Irflow - _.7
(b) Takeoff - 20 Concept I_ M_di[_c_tion _ s_Ir1¢r_
,-mn_i_ied by adding lo - .318 cm diameter ¢o_nt_r-
77.?4 ¢m_; p_tc_t_t_,;.- _rflr*v _ 6,?
Fu_! :)ozzles
20 alr-a_isted, alrb]ast nozzlo_ aJrfl_ _ 5.3% for
_akeo_f co.dition; 7.3t for taxi-|dle con(|_ti_n
FoJi_zcatlon_: (R_for to Refinement _est I_ Figuro A-12)
}. 280 O_Ifiees addod to dom_ on17 f_ t_k_!ol[ c_nf_qur_i_
2. 80 Frimdry _1_sh orlf_¢_s r_duce_ _n dlamete_
3, So¢ondary Coolinq reduced b 7 33&; D11uti(_n _-_oltnq
completely blocked
Figure A-13. O_bustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2
Befinement Test 2
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6 5 4
I
t t I 13 12 11
16 15 14
I
t
?
I
Cutside diameter Inside d_amoter
l Cooling 180 .280 II.4 LO II CC_Zing
2 Plunged 40 ._76 4.4 2.1 12 Plunged
3 Premxx air _4.3 I_ Cooling
4 cooling 180 .284 11.4 5.5 14 Cooling
5 Cooling 180 .287 ll,O 5._ 15 Flu_h
5 Plu_ged 80 .740 34.3 _6.l 16 Cooling
Swirlcr_ - 20 swirlers: area ' 32.3 cm2_ atrfl_,l ,- 6.5_t
120 .378 1_.50 2.0
40 .440 6.10 2.2
120 .360 12.40 _.?
120 .371 12._}5 4.5
80 .955 57, _0 ](_.
,120 .297 8, 30 3.
Pressure at_mizln9 piJo_ rue) nozzles : Shroud airflow - J,8%
Figure A-14. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 3,
Basic Configuration
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I I I, [
; (
16 15 14
Outside dtametcr :,is:d,. dza_l-tL*_
,+. ._ ,_.i ,_ ..... _;.\
l Co_ling 180 .248 8,7 3,7 11 Cc_)l xng 120 .309
2 Plunged 120 ,376 1_,3 5,9 l_ Plunged 40 .440
3 Premix air 24.0 13 Cool ing ]2o .3(,_
4 Coot inq 180 .284 11.4 _.0 14 CooI thg l?O .170
5 Cooling 180 .287 11.6 5,0 15 Plush 80 .955
Plunged 80 ,740 34,3 14.9 16 Cnol inq 120 .2q7
Swirlors - _0 swirlers: area - 32.3 cm2; airflo_ _ b.05%
9.00 2."
12.4.) 2. '_
12.9% 4.;
_.7. k, 15. _
Pros:_ur0 ,_tomizing pilot fu_l nozzles: Shroud airflow _.5%
Modificatiotts: (Refer to Basic Conflquration. Figure A-14)
1, Outer primary cooling _educod 25%, inner primary ¢_olin 9 by _3_
2, outer primary orificrs increased from 40 to 12o
; %
Figure A-15. Combustor Orifice
Modification i
Pattern,
i l
t
I Id' L
Concept 3,
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I i ,l._--J 3 | 2 !
I E
I t
16 15
I
14 13
1
outside dzamet_r
1 Cooling 180 .248 8.70 3.6
? Plunged 120 .3_6 13.30 5._
3 Premix air 24.0
4 Coolin 9 280 .284 11.40 4.9
5 Cooling 180 .283 11.60 4.g
6 Plunged 80 .740 34.30 14.5
Swirlers - 2_ swirlers: area = 32.3 cm2; airflow _ 5.9%
!nside di_ter
_ressure atomizing pilot fuel no2zles: Shroud airflow _ 3.4%
Modifications: (Refer to M_dificat ion I, Fiqure A=I5)
I. No. 2 Inn_r cooling _kirt romc_v.-d an_ thrf,_ addtt*onal rows
of cooling a(Ide_ to _nn_r secondary _anel
11 ODoling 120 ,309 9.O(I 2.7
12 Plunged 4D .440 6.1(I 2.]
13 COOling 480 .253 _4.05 _..4
14 Cool ing ]20 ,370 12.95 4._
15 Flush 80 .gS_ 57.30 14.?
I_ COol ing ]_O .297 8.3(' _.0
Figure A-16. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 3,
Modification 2
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76,===_ I 3 2 1
16 15 14 13
OutsidQ diameter |nsld_ dA_eter
i COOling Ifl0 .248 B.70 3.6 ii Cooling I?¢I .]09
2 Plunged 80 .]Tb 8.90 3.8 12 Plung_-_ 40 .440
3 COoling 180 .2no 5.70 ?. 2 13 C_o] ing 360 . 253
4 Pzemix air 24.0 14 Cooi i nq 120 .370
5 COOling 180 .284 11.40 4.8 15 Tubes BY .7r,?
6 C_oling 180 ,28? 11.60 4,8 ]6 Coolin 9 12;3 .297
? Tllb_s OO .762 .%6.50 15.3
Swirlers - 20 swirlers: alca _= 32.3 cm2; airflow - 5.85%
Pressurt_ atomizing pilot fuel nozzle_;: shroud airflow • 1,15%
bk_dJflcations: (Refer to M_xliflt'ati'_l 2, Yiqure A-16]
i. End of pr_,mlx tube_ I._ 4_ '_ f*-om w, rtical
2. ¢]uter and innrr dilution or_flce_ r_,p1aced by tut,._:
_. Imptnqemunt c_)led _;k_r_ added to limner _._,_:Id,lr_, i,a_l
4. ,_a_,_ l_rtmary orific(,s r_,duced tu _0
5. Loul_nq _;_r_ aJ_e_] to ou_,r pT_mary _amq
q. O0 2.7
18.u5 5.?
12.')5 4,1
R. 3O ;. 9
Figure A-17. Combustor Orifice
Modification 3
Pattern, Concept 3,
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I
16 15 14 13
12
outs;de dlame_-er lnbzde di,_meter
CEX_lillg 180 .248 8.70 4.1 11 COOling 120 ,309
2 Plungod 80 ,]76 8.90 4,4 12 Plunged 40 .440
3 COoling l@O ,200 5,_0 2,6 [3 Cooling B60 .2b]
4 Premix air 73.?0 19.1 14 Cooling 120 ,370
5 Cooling 180 .284 11.40 4.7 15 Tubes 80 .7_2
b COOling 180 .28_ ll._o _._ 16 COO_ing 120 .2g?
? _es 80 ,762 36,50 14.7
Swirlers - 20 swlrlers: area = 32.3 c_a2# a*rf_ow _ 6,8%
Pressul-e atomizin9 pilot fuel nozzles: Shroud airflow _ L9%
_difications: (Refer to Modification _, Figur_ A-l?)
1. Intori_al p*emix annulus _ddod
,i _ _.
6.10 2,,
18.05 _.o
12.95 4.3
36.50 14.9
Figure A-18. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 3,
Modification 4
r
! I I t; (
L .' 3 2 1
I
i _ 12 11
16 15 14 13
f_
• d
; _" v 2
"_-. Z % _ -
] Coolinq 180 ,.!,IR 0.70 &2 ]1 {'(,',11:_._ ]q_ . e9 '_._.3 !. p
2 PluhgOd 80 .37(. tl. t)O 4.5 12 P ] _gpd 4;_ .44 'l (,. 1:, .._
3 Cooling 1_0 .20n _,. 7() 2.7 13 C_] ing 7_(,0 .2r,_ !_.,.' L.
4 Premix a_r 71.7o 1%5 14 C_)t,1 zh,_ ld,_ .37c_ ] .; ._,_. .;.':
5 ¢ool _nq 180 .284 11.4" 4.'_ 1s 'l'al,e :_ H,, _,2 _,,.'_ i',.'
6 coo_ng 180 .287 :ld_ .t.9 16 c,_,l z n,_ 1:'_; .,'97 8.5_ _.
7 Tubo_ HO . '(,2 _t,. 5a 15. ]
1(-.1 cla_; ,llrflr,w _.'_swirlers - 20, nwirlorr;: Ba,_Jc _on!l,mratzon with flow ar_,a r.,duc..d 5_)_; _,',1
Preqsure atomizincl pilot lu..l tlu:_zl..:,: 5_t_toud .ttlflow - ,I.,_%
Modifications: (Refer t,_ ,u,txhfic;!t lot, *l, I'lqut,, h-lS)
1. ,Rwirler area decroa_c.I _0%
Figure A-19. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 3,
Modification 5
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l
I6 5 4
15 14 13 12
I
11
Out_xd_ dlametel In,_ Ide d _ a_eter
E
1 Coollng 90 ,248 4.30 2,5 11 Cooling 60 .309
2 Cooling 180 ,200 5,70 3.3 12 Cooling 240 .253
3 Premix air 73.?0 22.9 13 Cooling 120 .370
4 Cooling 180 .284 11,40 6.3 14 Tuhus 40 ,_62
5 Coolinq lfl0 .2/%7 11,60 6.3 I% COoling 120 ,29V
6 Tubes 80 ,762 36.50 19.9
4.50 2.]
12.05 r_._
12.95 _.4
lR,25 9. _)
_.3C 4.4
Swirlers - 20 swirlers: Basic Conflqurati_ with flow a,_a reduced by 50%; area 16.1 cm2; alrflow
Pressure atomizing pilot fuel nozzles: Shreud airflow = 4,7%
M_ifications: (Refer tO Midificati_ 5, FigUre A-19)
I. (%uter _nd inner primary orifices removed
2, _ter and inner primary cooling reduced 50%
3. Inner diluti_m orifices reduced 50%
4. Middle row of impingement co¢)|_d skirt _omove_
Figure A-20. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept
Test 1 (50% swirler area)
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,1.1%
3, Refinement
i ,
"K
[
L 1 i I
i
_' 3
=_==___ 2 1:_--_. I
. _ _;-
15 14 13 12
O_tsi4e dlar_eter InJid_ dia_etQr
l Cooling
2 COoling
3 Premix air
4 Cooling
5 Cooling
6 Tubes
90 .24B 4.30 2.5 11 Cooling 60 _30g 4.50 2.0
180 .200 5.70 3.2 12 Cooling 240 .253 J2.05 5.5
73.70 22.0 13 C_l_ng 120 .370 12.95 6.]
IB0 .284 ll.4o G.O 14 Tubes 40 ,762 18.25 9.5
180 .207 II.60 6.0 15 Cooling 120 .297 8.30 4.2
80 .762 36.50 19.0
Swirlers - 20 swirlors: nrea 32.3 cm2;aizflow = 8.0%
Prossuro atomizing pilot [uel nozzle=;: Shroud air_low 4.(_%
Modifications: (Refer to Refinement Test i, Figure A-20)
I. Swirl_ r_tored to lull _low a_oa
|
I
Figure A-21. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 3, Refinement
Test 1 Full swirlec area)
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I ! I I I
6 5 4
2 1
15 14 1_ 12
I
11
Out stdu diameter !ns_d_ diamct _.r
I COoling 90 .248 4.30 2.5 I I Coollng 60 .309 4.50
2 Cooling 180 .200 5.?0 ).2 12 Cooling 240 .253 12. ,35
J ;_remJx air 79.?o 22.1 23 CoolJnq )20 ..)79 ]2.95
4 Coollng ISO .284 11.40 6.0 14 T_bes 40 .762 18.25
5 Coolln_ _80 .287 ]]._0 b.O _ Coolln_ _20 .297 _.3
6 Cooli,_ 80 .762 26. 50 Jg. J
,_;wlrlers - 20 swirlors; Basic Configuration with alea reduced 50%; area 2_. n (om2; airflow 5.7%.
D_lavan _iL'blast pilot fuel hc::]e:.: 5h:,_d .llrflow _ 6._%.
Modificati_ s: (Refor to Refinement Test l, Figure A-I9)
l. Swt_l_ ai_low increased an_ pilot nozzles _pl_d by airbl_t nn_les.
2.0
5._
4.2
Figure A-22.
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Combustor Orifice Pattern,
Test 2 (50% swirler area)
Concept 3, Refinement
i
|
I
/ ¢ I [
}
I
L
16 15 14 13
O_t_ide di_r
1 cooltn_
2 Pl_m_ed
C,:,olinq
4 Pre_ix air
5 Cooling
6 Cooling
? cooling
60 ,309 1.50 2.0 1.8
4_ .440 6.10 2,9 2.?
240 ,2_3 t?.05 5.4 %.,_
]20 .370 12.g5 5,_ _._
_0 .702 ]8,25 9.] B._
120 ._97 8.30 4.1 3._
(a) G_ocPa_et - Gro_c_et Con£ig_=at_o_ has no s_ir let aLr[lo_. Mo_iEi_ati_q_: (Refer ¢o Ref(ncment Test 2, Fiqur, A_..]
[b) Swlrler - 20 s_r1_rs_ _slc Con_igu_atlon with area I. Oute_ an_ inner pr_m_y ori_xc_ added
_e_uc_ _0%; area .. 27._ cm ; al_flow " 5.4%
Fuel n_zzles
Du_ava_ airblast p_lot _uel nozzlos: air_lo_, 6.4% G_omet
CoBfl_ratio_j 6,1% SwJrler Co_quz-atior;
Figure A-23. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 3,
Refinement Test 2
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS
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NOTES
14-in° injection length, 24% premix air, f/a = 0.009
20% premix air, f/a = 0.009
3-in. injection length, 24% premix air, f/a = 0.009
20% premix air, f/a = 0.009
16% premix air, f/a = 0.012
24% premix air, pilot nozzle F/N decrease from 0.9 to 0.7,
propane premix fuel, f/a = 0.009
20% premix air, f/a = 0.009
27% premix air, f/a = 0.009
Pilot nozzles returned to 0.9 F/N
8-in. injection length, 24% premix air, pilot only
ll-in, injection length, f/a = 0.011
35% premix air, pilot only
24.6% premix air, f/a = 0.011
Pilot nozzles F/N changed to 0.7, 25% premix air
28% premix air, f/a = 0.013
8-in. injection length, 24% premix air, f/a = 0.012,
pilot nozzles changed to 0.9 F/N, Jet A premix fuel
29% premix air, f/a = 0.012
29% premix air, 65% premix fuel
Pilot nozzles changed to 0.9 F/N
3-in. injection length, 70% premix fuel
Air and fuel flows increased 10%, 70% premix fuel
Air and fuel flows increased 10%, 60% premix fuel
Air and fuel flows increased 10%, 70% premix fuel
Pilot nozzles changed to 0.7 F/N
I
i'
INOTES (CONTD)
25 Air and fuel flows increased i0%, 70% premix fuel
26 Pilot nozzles changed to 0.9 F/N, pilot only takeoff
27 Takeoff, 65% premix fuel, 137 kPa A.A.
28 Takeoff, 70% premix fuel, 138 kPa A.A.
29 Takeoff, 60% premix fuel, 136 kPa A.A.
30 Takeoff, 60% premix fuel, 273 kPa A.A.
31 Takeoff, 60% premix fuel, 30 kPa A.A.
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IAPPENDIX C
ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
AA
CO
EI
EPA
EPAP
Fn
HC
LBO
LTO
NO
X
P
PF
_P
T
W
a
Wf
V
rl c
8
3
6
3
Subscripts
r
S
t
3
4
Air Assist
Carbon Monoxide
Emission index, g pollutant/kg fuel
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
EPA Parameter, ibm pollutant/1000 ibf thrust-hr/
LTO cycle
Net thrust, Newtons (N)
Unburned hydrocarbon
Lean blow out
Landing-takeoff cycle
Oxides of nitrogen
Pressure, Pascal (Pa)
Pattern factor
Pressure change, Pa
Temperature, OK
Airflow, kg/sec
Fuel flow, kg/sec
Velocity, m/sec
Combustor efficiency (actual/ideal)
Equivalence ratio
Combustor inlet temperature, °K/288°K
Combustor inlet pressure, kPa/101.4 kPa
Reference
Static conditions
Total conditions
Combustor inlet station
Combustor exit station
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